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EXECUTIVE SUMM R)^
This Final. Aepoxt (in five volumes) was prepared by	 g
Ocean Data Systems, Inc. for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
1
undar contract No..954663 (as amended) in support of the
SWAT Program'
The objective was to develop atmospheric analysis and
prediction models of varying (arid) resolution, and to tent	 :<
1	 the models using real observational, data for the puKpose. of
{	 assessing the impact or grid resolution on short-range
J	 numerical heather prediction. Seoon ly, the discretionary
model procodures had to be examined so that the computational
viability of SEASAT data might be enhanced during the conduct
of (future) sonsitivity tests.
ODSl has: (1) completed and tested an entire sequence of
objective analysis models; (2) developed and tested four ver"
sions of an atmospheric prediction model on grids of differing
horizontal and/or vertical resolution; (3) prepared a real i
data base consisting of two four-day meteorological scenarios
(using he analysis models
	
4) exercised all analysis andY	 Y
prediction models (ern the CYBER 175 at PNWC and the CDC 7600
' at NASA Ames); and (5) conducted sensitivity studies with the











These Smi.spharic models were aesigned lot use on either
QZ two horizontal grids; (l) a 63 x 63 coarse-mesh grid
(CMG) and (2) a 187 x 187 fi e"mesh grid (VMG) . On the	 F i
CMG, the true-earth mesh distance varies from 104 h"ilometers
at the ccluator to 408 kilometers at the pole. on the FMQ
it varies from 68 to 136 kilometers. The scales 01; meteoro-
logical interest* can be handled very well on the FMG.
The obgective.analysis modal.4 are based on a Pattern
Conserving Technique (SGT) whioh accommodates observations
whil.a preserving di.f9erantial properties of the first-guess
field (under a system of weights) . In the multi-l.evel, upper:--
air analysis, the 1000-- to 100-MB region was resolved with
tea layers for better representation of stable layers in the
lower troposphere. Stratospheric extensioss (from 100 to
10 MBS) to the mass structure were obtained using regression
equations. Although analyses were performed on the FMG, the
forecast models were initialised using interpolated CMG values.
In the analysis effort, ODSI: (1) examined procedures for
allowing data to influence the analysis; (L) examined the
effects of varying the weights in the analysis procedure,
(31 tested and implemented procedures for solving the minimization
equation in an optimal way; (4) described the impact of grid
resolution on analysis; and (8) devised and implemented
numerous practrioal solutions to analysis problems, generally.
i... _^ .
	
.._.__i.	 s	 ..... , J. 	 i	 • i-
I	 ^
Tho 1]owisphor• c prediction It pans contain suitable
- numericsics and physics too generating open: atiC711ally-o'Ca111pE''hitive
for wasta.
	
Bach moaol was exec oised in either a 5" layer ©r
i 10-layor mode an either the f'HG € r PMG,	 The contribution
lI^
A lei, ph process, Pr000C urc and parall ete r: t o a forecast Was
r 43rdorod and examined.	 Clearlyr the primary considt ;l: a'i:ion
. in prediction is to poso the initial conch ions p]:i7pl'rly
(through adog1'tato data, r use l ut $ on and initialization  methods).
§ Complex forecast 111f^C ors	 however:	 employ "computational^	 r	 r	 ^	 ^
'.J dovices" ( such as smootyhoa; s, tendency truncat ors t mountain
whip ng r diffusion operators,r tdempor: al filters)s) for both
staa1:uity and cosmotic pu rposes.	 The Use/MQUSe of such
i.} devices can mask the effects of modeled processes and effects.
The effeetys of resolution on prediction modeling are
prosenwd in terms of: (1) forecast charts;	 (2) forecast:
changeX ror: charts;	 (3)	 i;or:ecast difference charts (10 layer:
i Minus 5- layor or 187 X 187 forecast minus 63 x 63 forecast);
1	 j
Id and (4) stat ist ical/grsaphicoal info rmation describing model




Increases in hor:i2ontdal r osolut yion are computati.cane.ilY.
expensive, but they load to si,gniUcant improvements la model






R1.ayo s r the throo-Fold Anct: oase in hoa: i ontal - r osa l,ut ion,
z:,~pa;esont,s a 271 problem.  Numorioal.l.y, t;ho beno Uis ar
(1) more roalist is Pha so SPOON of fronts/troughs; (3) batter
yopmentatioa o.i: graSont;sr (3) the possibility 02 treating
WARM smaller suales 1 and (>t) the r educ^f iun of harmful
olfoats of; computational devicos, In t arms of the Physa.os,
W benefits aw (1) the scale of dissApat:,.t.on Wows further
x: omovod f::t`om those soales produNng eddy Knot i c onorgy; (2)
the Woots of paarametor;i.wd physical pr ocesses are b0tor
retained in small saal.os r instead of being smeared upsoll.e ;
ca a im an roase in mcacIeina pronpitaat ion; and (4) better
treat moat of oneaagy conversions in baroulinic scal ps (CY010-
tenosis) .
increases in vent ioa.:lb resolution • end to pz:oduoo smaller
effects. The ton-layer  models predicted 10--201 Less pa°ocipi-
tvation than the fa.vo- layer models (can both the PPG and CMG) .
Thera was no sign. icantM improvement Andioated with wspect,
to prediction  of pressuro syst om intensity. Inoroased voa:--
t ioai. resolution permits improved specification 0 high
a1.titoHO Coalitions, but the impact on soa •--levol pressuro
10gocast s: is minimal.
Analysis models must; be capable of dint ribut inq observed
informata ton into soalos which are Comput" . onal lY Viable An
the pa,•odiat ion models. Moro s lAuLly of" data 1.n l.uonce funct.iOnS
A t t
E
an , Ci^rn^,^MOV co^rpl.OU! O n a,tAmusehes,, vaa.^,ab^.rs a.s awn ec .
a
V	 ±i
itIn the pr Motion models, We need for dynamic initiali-
zation is readily apparent, Stich procedures may be compu-
tationally expensive, but th ey are needed to: l minimize
the h rm ul . Wects of initialization shack; (2) improve
modal energetics; and (3) otabilize the model oon hcxt, to
Provent 7wash out" of information in the smaller scales
(such as SWAT data)
Mal.lyr the effects of discretionary procedures in
al	 prediction models must be understood, ordered and exploited.
Mysicaal effects are often small compared to the effects of
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GUESS--FIELD ANALYSES. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-42 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TEN-LEVEL AND FIVE-LEVEL
24-HOUR 500 NIB HEIGHT FORE-CASTS. FNWC
GUESS--FIELD ANALYSES. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-43 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TEN-LEVEL AND FIVE--LEVEL
24-HOUR SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE FORECASTS.
PRODUCTION SERIES C ANALYSES. SCENARIO B.
CHART VIII-44 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TEN-LEVEL AND FIVE--LEVEL
24--HOUR 500 MB HEIGHT FORECASTS. PRODUCTION
SERIES C ANALYSES. SCENARIO B.
CIIART VIII-45 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 187 1 187 and G3 x 63





LIST OF CHARTS (Continued)
CHART VIII--46 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 187 x 187 AND 63 63
FIVE—LAYER 24—HOUR FORECASTS. 500 MB HEIGHT.
SCENARIO A.	 (,
CHART VIII-47 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 187 x 187 AND 63 x 63
FIVE—LAYER 24—HOUR FORECASTS. SEA--LEVEL
PRESSURE. SCENARIO B.
;a
CHART VIII-48 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 187 x 187 AND 63 x 63
FIVE--LAYER 24—HOUR FORECASTS. 500 MB HEIGHT.
SCENARIO B.
f:
CHART VIII--49 700 NO TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS FOR 12002,
15 APRIL 1976 (EARLY VERSION).
CHART VIII-50 700 MB HEIGHT ANALYSIS FOR 12002, 15 APRIL
1976 (EARLY VERSION) .
CHART VIII-51 SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE ANALYSIS FOR ? 200Z,
22 APRIL 1976 (EARLY VERSION) .
CHART VIII--52 SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE ANALYSIS FOR 12002,
23 APRIL 1976 (EARLY VERSION).
CHART VIII-53 RETRIEVED TEMPERATURES FOR 950 MBS AT 120JZ,
22 APRIL 1976 (EARLY VERSION).
CHART VIII-54 ANALYZED TEMPERATURES FOR 950 MBS AT 12OOZ,
22 APRIL 1976; (EARLY VERSION) .
CHART VIII-55 SEA—LEVEL P RE SSURE ANALYSIS DIFFERENCE CHART:












LIST OF UIIRTS tCQntilp'Lled) t
CHART VIII-56 500 MB HEIGHT ANALYSIS DIFFERENCE CHART: I J
187 1 187 GRID MINUS 63 x 63 GRID.
SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII--57 SEA--LEVEL PRESSURE ANALYSIS DIFFERENCE CIiART:
i
187 N 187 GRID MINUS 63 x 63 GRID. E	 i
SCENARIO B.
CHART.` VIII--55 500 MA HEIGHT ANALYSIS DIFFERENCE CHART:
187 ti 187 GRIT] MINUS 53 s 63 GRID.
SCENARIO B.
C11A'.T VIII-59 SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE ACTUAL CHANGES OVER 24
HOURS.	 SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII--60 5001 ME HEIGHT ACTUAL CHANCES OVER 24 HOURS.
SCENARIO A.




CHART 'VIII --62 500 ME HEIGHT :ACTUAL CHANGES OVER 48 HOURS.
SCENARIO A.
CIiART VIII-63 RON V22.	 SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PEFHCV.	 24-,HOUR
FO EC,A T CHANGE IN SEA--LEVEL PRESSURE.
CHART VIII-64 RUN F22.	 SCENARIO A.
	
MODEL PEFHCV.	 24--HOUR
FORECAST ERROR SIFT SEA--LEVEL PRESSURE.





FORECAST.ECAST CHANGE IN 500 MB HEIGHT.
.t
1
LIST OF CHARTS (Continued)
CHART VIII-66 RUN F22, SCENARIO A. MODEL PEFHCV. 24-HOUR
FORECAST ERROR IN 500 MS HEIGHT.
CHART VIII--67 RUN F18. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 24-HOUR
FORECAST CHANGE IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
m
CHART VIII-68 RUN F16. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 24--HOUR
FORECAST ERROR IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
CHART VIII--69 RUN F16. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 24-HOUR
qu
.FORECAST CHANGE IN 500 MB HEIGHT.
CHART VIII-70 RUN F18. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 24-HOUR
FORECAST ERROR IN 500 MB HEIGHT.
CHART VIII-71 RUN '".8. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 48-HOUR
FORECAST CHANGE IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
CHART VIII--72 RUN F18. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 48-HOUR	 1
FORECAST ERROR IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
CHART VIII-73 RUN F18. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 48-HOUR
FORECAST CHANGE IN 500 11B HEIGHT.
CHART VIII-74 RUN F18. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 48-HOUR
j FORECAST ERROR IN 500 14B HEIGHT.
CHART VIII-75 RUN T4. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV.	 24--HOUR
FORECAST CHANGE IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
CHART VIII-76 RUN T4. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHFV.	 24-HOUR
FORECAST ERROR IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
L^
xxiv
LIST OF CHARTS (Continued)
+
CHAR:" VIII-77 RUN T4.. SCEN-4RIO A.	 MODEL PECIIFV. ` 4--HOUR
E
i'ORIaEAST CII2MGL IN 500 DI13 HEIGHT.
CIMRT VIII--78 RUN V. SCENARIO A..	 i,IODEL P CIIM 24 -IIOUR
FOREMAST ERROR, IN 500 M HEIGHT. F
CHART VIII--79 RUN T4. SCENAR10 A.	 MODEL PECHPV. 48--IIOUR
r0r,EZC ,ST CHANGE IN SEA-LEVEE. PRESSURE.
CHART VIII-00 RUN Tel. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL P.ECIIPV. 48-IIOLIR
FOIEtiNST ERROR IN SEA--LEVEL PRLSSUr%r,-.
CIiART viii-81 RIJN T4. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECIIFV. 48-HOUR
r0RAC. RST C lUaNGE IN 500  MB MIGHT.
CHART VIII-82 RUN V. SCENARIO A.	 VQDEL PECHFV. 48--IIOUR LJ
r. 0REEXST ERROR IN 5 0 0 SIB HEIGHT. +
M1f^^
`lCHART VIII -83 RUN F-1 0. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PrCHCV. 24-HOUR
FUP - CAST CHANGE IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSUBM .  °	 t
CHART VIII-84 RUN P20. SCE ARIO A.	 MODEL PECIICV. 214-HoUr.
FORECAST ERROR IN SEA--LEVEL PRESSUM.
CIiART VIII --S5 RUN r20. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 24-IIOUR
FORECAST CHANGE IN 500 fill MIGHT.
CHART VIII-86 RUN F20. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PT.CIICV. 24--IIOUR
FORECAST ERROR IN 500 NuE HEIGHT.
CHART VIII-87 RUN F 1 0. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECIICV. 4 8-130U .









3 LIST OF CHARTS (Continue)
E
l 1,
CHART VII 1-88 RUN P20.
 SCENARIO A,	 MODEL PECHCV. 48 -HOUR 	 $$
i^ FORECAST ERROR IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE. I:
CHART VIII-89 RUN F20. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 48-HOUR
{ 
Lf^
FORECAST CHANGE IN 500 ME HEIGHT.
CHART VIII-90 RUN F20. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHCV. 48-HOUR
Y	 ^#
4
FORECAST ERROR IN 500 MB HEIGHT
i CHART VIII-91 RUN T6_ SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHFV_ 24-HOUR
{{ i ^ FORECAST tCHANGE IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE. 	 f
I^
CHART VIII-92 RUN TG. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHFV. 24-HOUR
E
FORECAST ERROR IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
f.
CHART VIII-93 RUN T6. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHFV. 24--HOUR.,,
FORECAST CHANGE IN 500 ME HEIGHT.
CHART VIII- 94 RUN T6. SCENARIO A.	 :MODEL PECHFV. 24-HOUR
FORECAST ERROR IN 500 ME HEIGHT.
E
CHART VIII--95 RUN T6. SCENARIO A.
	
MODEL PECHFV. 48-HOUR
FORECAST CHANGE IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
I
CHART VIII-96 RUN x6.
FORECAST
SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHFV.




5 CHART VIII- 97 RUN TG. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHFV. 48-HOUR
FORECAST CHANGE IN 500 E HEIGHT.
i CHART VIII-93 RUN T6. SCENARIO A.	 MODEL PECHFV, 48-HOUR	 r
FORECAST ERROR TN 500. ME HEIGHT.
i
xxvi
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LIST OF CHARTS (Continued)
CHART VIII-99 SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE ACTUAL CHANGES OVER 24
t
HOURS.	 SCENARIO B. 
CHART VIII-100 500 k0 -HEIGHT ACTUAL CHANGES OVER 24 HOURS.
t SCENARIO B. -	 F
CHART VIII--101 SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE ACTUAL CHANGES OVER 48 r.^
HOURS.	 SCENARIO B. ¢
t^ ll
CHART VIII-102 500 MB HEIGHT ACTUAL CHANGES OVER 48 HOURS.
SCENARIO B.
t CHART VIII-103 RUN F24.	 SCENARIO B.	 MODEL PEFHCV. 24--HOUR
FORECAST CHANGE IN SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE. f
t CHART VIII-104 RUN F24.	 SCENARIO B.	 MODEL PEFHCV. 24—HOUR S
FORECAST ERROR IN SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE.
z
j
CHART VIII-105 RUN F24.	 SCENARIO E.	 MODEL PEFHCV. 24—HOUR
I
s




CHART VIII-106 RUN F.24.	 SCENARIO B.	 MODEL PEFHCV. 24—HOUR
FORECAST ERROR IN 500 MB HEIGHT. II1;1	 a




MODEL PECHCV. 24—HOUR c,
FORECAST CHANGE IN SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE. }{ r	 ^'
CHART VIII-108 RUN F19.	 SCENARIO B.	 MODEL PECHCV. 24--HOUR ^ ^r
FORECAST ERROR IN SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE.
CHART VIII-109 RUN F19. .	 SCENARIO B.	 MODEL PECHCV.. 24—HOUR ;.!I
















!i CHART VIII-110 RUN V19. ORNAA10 B. MODEL VEC'IIC°'V.	 j
_I-tllTl: ^CRIyi"Ati' IyIRRCaR IN ^i(1f^ v AIt^ Y I1kalGtl`^.
0-11ART V-111-111 	RUN I<' 1. '. SCENARIO n. AIC7m ppCncy . 
4tl -aia^11^ I^t1RWAST 011ANGI IN 9R-A-iAXWlL
	
1	 -
^^	 l^ I\^ik^ k1 kT .l\S I !
	
i	 ^^ FFVR11	 i
t
t	 QUART 4I`T,'I - 1 ;1,	 RUN V19. SCENARIO 1. MODEL  WHOV1.
^ 1-IhiOIt I''C^PI CAST ERROR IN ►1I:F1rZ1,rAL PRESSURE.
C'.RART CITT-113
	
	 RUN l^'1 ). ormARTo 1i. ^It7l y-m PF;^^1{'^^.
4l1-1100 -VORI^C`AS'T 
CHANCE 
IN Boi ^kh I1HI[3HT.
C HART 	 y	 r+	 , ^	 .
	
^	 , ttrli .1 ^^:C^:^.I,1=^l	 hI4N I .1,^.	 ,rC.I^t^^1I\Z^ B.	 rIC^I^I:^ PIGIIGV,
	
1	 It3^-tlttl^Tli SkI^I\I ^`<!1k}'1' T^.^ '.I:C^R IN Soo AIIl IrWI 	 t T.
CHART VIII-11S RUN T5. SCENARIO R. MODEL PRO1IW.







RUN Tr,. SCENARIO A, MODEL PECUFV.	 1
^1 pLtlSt 1^ I'C^I:I t`r'1,^T I ERROR IN SBA—l.xlaAL
i PRESSURE.
,•	 ,r	 1	 ,.
^a CHART VIII-117I\UN `1,^. .^GI•^NI1Rlt^ I1,	 MODELPt1^C.ltl+'V.
t 4-11(*: VORUCAaT GtIANGI; IN 5-M ifrttI oulT.
CtIAI\I G111 m 11b	 RUN `I5\y^ ^tfrt^N^LR[I^Cti {^ I^3.	 ^tt^I^rT, I'I 19G_tt[ V!_




-	 9	 \	 i r S	 t r,	 ^.
	c	 C,ItAI\.t VI II -11 9 	I\t^N ,I.^.	 .3t-l^.tV^1P\IC^ II. 	 MODELT'F:C-tlrV.
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e
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k) 11.
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1'1^tytlai^ Ri l^ .
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LIST OF CHARTS (Continued)
SEA-LEVEL PRE- S SURE ? 4 -- I10UR FOPX- CAST .
RUN P22. MODEL PEF11CV. SCENARIO A.
500 MB HEIGHT a 1 -11OUR FORECAST. RUN F92.
MODEL P PIICV. SCENARIO A.
500 MB TEMPERATURE 2 14-11OUR FORECAST.
PUN F22. MODEL PEF11CV. SCENARIO A.
SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 2 4-IIOUR FORECAST.
RUN F15, MODEL PECHCV. SCENARIO A.
500 MB HEIGHT 24-I1OUR FORECAST. RUN FIB.
MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A.
500 MB TEMI'EWNTURE 2:4-110LIR FOr.ECAST.
RUN F18. MODEL PECIfCV. SCENARIO A.
SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 4 8-IIOUR F ORR- CAST.
RUN F18. MODEL 1'ECHCV . SC ENAR,10 A.
CHART VIII-138
	 500 MB HEIGHT '18-11OUR FORECAST. RUN FIB.





500 MB TEMPERATURE 44 Q-HOUR FORECAST.
RUN FIB.  MODE:L PECfiCV . SCENARIO A.
SEA-1ARVEL PRESSURE 2 41 -I1OUR FORECAST.
RUN W. MODEL Pf CIIFV. SCENARIO A.
CHAR`' VIII - 1441
	
	 500 MB HEIGHT 34-110LIR FORECAST. RLIN W.






LIST OF CHARTS (Continued)
	
C-
CHART VIII-1142	 500 MII TLI•IPERATURE 24-HOUR FORECAST,, 	 r.:
RUN T4. MODEL PECHFV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-140 SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 48--HOUR rORECAST.
RUN T4. MODEL PECHFV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VA- 11-144	 500 MB HEIGHT 48-HOUR FORE-CAST. RUN T4.
MODEL PECHFV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-145 500 MB TEMPERATURE 48-HOUR FORECAST.
RUN T4. MODEL PECHFV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-146 SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 24-HOUR FORECAST.
RUN F20. MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII--147	 500 MB HEIGHT 24-IIOUR FORE-CAST. RUN F20.
MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII- 148
	
	500 PIB TEMPERATURE 2=4--110UR FORECAST.
RUN F20. DIODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-149
	 SEA--LEVEL rRESSURE 48 - IIOUI: FORECAST.
RUN F20. MODEL PECHCV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-150
	
500 KS HEIGHT 48- TIOUR FORECAST. RUN F20.
MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII- 151 	500 KB TMIPERATURE 48-HOUR FORECAST. 	 !!
RUN F20. MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A. .r
CHART VIII-152 SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 24-IIOUR FORECAST.
i	 RUN TG. MODEL VECHFV. SCENARIO A.
i
^^	 we. a - •-.^-.+^.,......_..._.-.,_..., ^ .,,.,, .» 	 ,..	 .. .ix::kl+-; .. .2.m,..... 1. 	 ,,.. A'r:5:.	 :. ^^...^ ^ :.	 d r'
i
j
LIST Or- CHARTS (Continued)
CHART VIII-153 500 MB HEIGHT 24-1-IOUR FORECAST. 	 RUN TS.
$ MODEL PECHI! V.	 SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-154 500 MB TMWERATURE 24-HOUR FORECAST.
RUN T6.	 MODEL PEC11FV.
	
SCENARIO A.
I.., CHAR!2 VIII-155 SEA-LEVEL PRE-SSURE- 48-TOUR FORECAST.
RUN T6.	 MODEL PECHrV.	 SCENARIO A.




CHART VIII-157 500 D113TE^'IPER1'^T[J %E-	 =18--HOUR FORECAST.
RUN TG.	 MODEL P.ECUrV.	 SCENARIO A.
.' CHART VIII-158 SBA--LEVEL PRESSURE 24--1-IOUR FORECAST.
{ RUN r24.	 MODEL PEFHCV.
	
SCENARIO B.
CHART VIII-159 500 AtI3 HEIGHT 24-HOUR FORECAST. 	 RUN 1'24.I
- MODEL PEPHCV.	 SCENARIO B.
` CHART VIII-160 500 MB TMIPERATURE 24--HOUR FORECAST.





CHART VIII-161 SEA--LEVEL PRESSURE 24- HOUR VORECAST.
RUN F19.	 MODEL PECIICV.	 SCENARIO B.
x.` CHART VIII-162 500 MB HEIGHT 24-IIOUR FORECAST. 	 RUN F19.




CHART VIII-163 500 10 TEMPERATURE 24-1IOU R FORECAST.
^. RUN P19.	 MODEL PECIICV.	 SCENARIO S.t
LIST Of CHARTS (Continued)
CIART VIII"I 4 SBA.—LEVEL PR SSURE 48 —HOUR FORECAST.
RUN P15. MODEL PBOnCV. SCENARIO B.
CHART VIII-,155 500 MB HEIGHT 48--HOUR FORECAST. DUN F19.
MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO B.
	
.^'.
CHART VX11--166 500 NB TErIPmT' m 48--noun rowaST.
RUN F15, MODEL PfCHCV. SCENARIO B.
CHART VIII-1:67 SEA S-LEVEL PRESSURE 24 —HOUR FORECAST.




CHART VIII-168 500 DlB HEIGHT 24-HOUR FORECAST.	 TUN T5.
MODEL PEC11py.
	 SCENARIO B. t.
CHART VIII-169 500  bIB TEMPERATURE 24 —HOUR FORECAST.
RUN T5.	 MODEL PECHPV.	 SCENARIO B.
CHART VIII-•170 SEA--LEVEL PRESSURE 48 —HOUR FORECAST.
RUN T5.	 MODEL PECHFV.	 SCENARIO B.
CHART VIII--171 500 ME HEIGHT 48--HOUR; FORECAST.	 RUN T5. ^	 3
MODEL PECHFV.
	 SCENARIO S.
CHART VIII--172 500 ME TEMPERATURE 48 —HOUR FORECAST.






This is the Final Report of Ocean Data Systems, Inc.
(ODSI) for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) under Contract
No. 954668 in support of the SEASAT Program of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The Final
Report is in five volumes, and describes: (1) atmospheric
analysis and prediction models for grids of varying reso-
lution; (2) model test results when executed using real data
scenarios; and (3), sensitivity studies with a coarse-mesh
prediction model.
Volume I is the Summary of Findings for all aspects of
the work defined in the original. Statement of Work; i.e.,
the development and testing of analysis models and the first
three (of four) versions of a prediction model. Volumes II
and III contain rather detailed descriptions of the analysis
and prediction models, respectively. Volume IV summarizes
the results of sensitivity studies conducted with a coarse-
mesh prediction model. Volume V contains an update of
portions of Volume I to reflect the tests conducted with a
fourth version of the prediction model (the 187 x 187 x 10
layer model).
1i
Satmospheric odelinThe NASA J'PI,-OD S	 model g effort derives
from the need to develop and test an operationally--oriented
model capability for assessing the impact of SEASAT data on
objective analysis and short-range (a few days) numerical
weather prediction.	 As a practical matter, it means that a
proper model context has to be assembled which facilitates
the necessary sensitivity studies.
	
Problem areas (numerics,
physics, data) have to be identified, sized and sowed (in
turn) according to their (separate) contributions to a
forecast.	 The goal, of course, is to prevent such problems
from masking the effects of SEASAT data.
	
Although the
primary objective of this contract effort was to examine the
effects of grid resolution on analysis and prediction using
real data, its nature and scope became much broader as the
work progressed.	 In addition to being able to document such
grid effects, ObSI can also make a statement about the
effects of:
	 (1) variations in analysis procedures; and (2),
variations in many discretionary procedures and parameters
in prediction.	 Finally, this modeling experience has signifi-
cantly increased the probability that valuable SEASAT data
"washedwill not get	 out" of modeled atmospheric structures;
i.e., the computational viability of such data will bet
greatly improved as a consequence of the insight gained in




a11. SCOPE OF WORX
LI The original Statement of work, as contained in Article
1 of JPL Contract No. 954668, provided that:
ODSI shall complete and test an analysis "scheme"
d
	
	 (i.e., a set of computer programs tc perform
objective analyses of certain atmospheric para-
meters) needed to initialize four versions of an
atmospheric prediction model. The design should




• ODSI shall develop and test three (out of four)
versions of a primitive-equation prediction model.
The grids to be used area 63 x 63 x 5 layers;
63 x 63 x 10 lavers; 187 x 187 x 5 lavers. The
model should contain appropriate attributes
(numerics and physics) for generating "operationally--
competitive" forecasts of periods of one or two days.
ODSI shall exercise the analysis and prediction
models with real data for two meteorological
scenarios, the observations for which shall be
provided by Fleet Numerical Weather Central.
ODSI shall, verify, describe and document forecast
model performance in both an objective (statistics,
charts) and subjective (narrative) manner, empha-
sizing those differences caused by variation in
resolution.
ODSI shall perform such model development and
testing on either the CYBER 175 (at FNWC) or the













This Statement of work was subsequently modified to ;q
include:
t
• The development and testing of a fourth version {
(187 x 187 x 10 layers) of a prediction model.
• A task to conduct- sensitivity tests with the
coarse-mesh (63 x 63 x 5 layers) prediction
model in order to determine and order the
factors which might mask or impair the utility
of SEASAT data.
A.	 General Certification
The terms and conditions of the Statement of work (as
amended) have been fulfilled completely.	 In fact, the scope L' .j
of work actually performed goes well beyond the provisions
of the statement, especially in those activities undertaken
to develop/refine the outputs of the analysis and prediction
models.
	 The Scenario A data set was used several times, for j
example, to determine the cumulative/interactive impact of d +,,,	 t
model changes on a sequence of twelve-hourly analyses and
forecasts.	 Another example would be the extra efforts to I
introduce and to examine the effects of procedural changes
f
<I
in the models in order to improve the quality of model out-
puts.	 Many of these improvements were incorporated in the
...












With respect to the Eo ecast> model runs, only eight:
'
i




work statement, since there  area for=ts model versions and Mo
data sets.	 in practice, about 30-40 production forecasts
i	 .
were made.	 Most of these were coarse-mesh model forecasts, 3
because not enough CDC 7600 time was available t© perform
extra runs with the 187 x 187 x 5 or 187 s 187 x 10 model
t` Versions.'
Durinj the contract period, it became necessary to
shift the programming/production efforts from one hype of .:
a computer to another ( in order to accommodate GFE availa-
bility).	 .`t'tatls t SolttE' of the total effort was related to suc4h i
system changes.
B.	 Definitions and cross-References
j
mablt^ 1 5-1 is t;ho " road map" for reviewing Vo lume 1.
It contains dz. scriptao s, 	 identifiers, and cross-reference
information noodod to Cac ilit;ate the examination of stud`'
i
results.
	 With respect to the fiqures, tables and charts











The analysis descriptors and selected chart refer-
ences are located at the top of Table II-1. There are two
-neteorological scenarios for which time"' objective analyses
were produced. For each scenario, twelve-hourly analyses
were produced for each of two grids (63 x 63 and 187 x 187).
Production series analyses are interactive sequences of
analyses (those which are coupled with first-guess fields
produced by a 12-hour forecast from the previous analysis).
Others are "test series" analyses for a single date-time
which are non-interactive analyses (the cumulative effects
of the analysis-prediction sequence were not determined).
As indicated earlier, analyses were made using the
187 x 187 grid, but these were not actually employed to
initialize the fine-mesh forecasts for two important reasons:
(1) the comparison of fine-mesh and coarse-mesh forecasts
would be affected (in ways not easily assessed) by the
presence of additional (small) scales in the fine-mesh
analyses; and (2) there was not enough CDC 7600 computer
time to run both types of fine-mesh forecasts (those using
interpolated coarse-mesh initial values and those using fine-
mesh initial values). The fine-mesh forecast models were





J_^' J - 
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1*eralDuring tha	 developmentanalysis	 effort, see
test and production series analyses were improved upon and.
discarded.
	 This included Production Serias A and B, and
Test Series K	 One . of the difficulties with early analysis
versions was related to the procedure used to "assemble' each
datum to the nearest grid point, Later versions allaw each
datum to influence more than one grid point according to an
area influence function.
Selected ODSI analyses are shown in Section VIII.
Charts VIII-1 through VIII-12 are key analyses in Scenario A.
Charts VIII-13 through VIII-24 are key analyseb in Scenario
B. These may be compared to FN WC analyses provided as Charts
VIII-25 to VITT--29, and VIII-31 to VIII-34, respectively.
2.	 Forecasts
Table II-1 also provides model descriptors and ruse
numbers for both the five- lay=er and ten-layer forecasts
treated in this report. These are distributed by scenario.
in addition, the table indicates the type of analysis model
outputs used for forecast Model initialization, as well as
the key* references (tables, figures, and charts) .
The major runs for Scenario A are FIS (63 x 63 x 5),
FIN (187 x 187 x 5) and T4 (63 x 63 x 10). Test Series B
analysio outputs were used to initialize all three forecasts.
I  
(The 187 x 187 x 10 forecasts will be treated in Volume V
of this Final Report.)
	 Other runs
#
in Scenario A are pro--
F
vided for assessing the impact of (varying) analysis pro-
cedures on short-range forecasts. Thus, F18 can he compares:
to F20 to assess the impact of analysis-forecast interaction.
For Scenario B, Production Series C analyses were
used throughout. 	 The key guns are P19	 (63 x 63 x 5), F24








TABLE II-1:: DEFINITIONS AND CROSS--REFERENCES
H
F
;^ SCENARIO A SCENARIO B
'ra ITEX
I
63x63 1.87x187 63x63 187x187
, DESCRIPTORS TEST PRODUCTION TEST PRODUCTION PRODUCTION
SERIES SERIES SERIES SERIES SERIES
B C B C C
`h ClUi TS (SECTION VIII)
-- SEA LEVEL PRESSURE 1-3 - 4 13-15 16
-- 500 MB HEIGHT 5-7 - 8 17-19 20
-- 24-HR, 48-HR CHANGES 59-62 - - 99-102 -
• FIVE-LAYER DDEL DESCRIPTORS PECHCV PECHCV PEFHCV PECHCV PEFHCV
• PUN NUMBERS FIB FRO F22 F3.9 F24
• FIGURES (SECTION VI) 3,42 4,43 23,45 24,46
-TABLES (SECTION VII) 13 15 12 19 18
rr. • CHARTS (SECTION VIII)
a -- FORECASTS 134--139 146-151 131-133 161--166 158-160
-- FORECAST CHANNGES/ERRDRS 67-74 83-90 63-66 107-114 103-106
-TEN-LAYER MODEL DESCRIPTORS PECHFV PECHFV N/A PECHFV N/A
• RiUT NUMBERS T4 T6 T5
a^
• FIGURES (SECTION GI) 2,41 22,44
• TA.BLES (SECTION VII) 14 16 20
• CHARTS (SECTION VIII)
--- FORECASTS 140-145 152-157 167-172






III. ANALYSTS MODEL DEVELOPMENT
objective analysis models were designed, developed and
tested (on the FNWC CYBER 175) using real observational data.
Each of the analysis programs may be executed on either the
63 x 63 coarse--mesh grid (CMG) or the 187 x 187 Fine-mesh
grid (FMG). These CMG and 'FMG polar--stereographic mappings
of the Northern Hemisphere are true at 60N where the mesh
distances are 381 and 127 kilometers, respectively. Elsewhere,
the map factor
MW - 1 + sin 60
1 + sin ^
is required to obtain true--earth distances.
The parameters for analysis include_ sea-surface
temperature; twelve levels of wind, temperature and geopotential
height (from 1000 to 100 millibars); and sea-level pressure.
Stratospheric (50 to 10 millibars) temperatures and heights
were generated using regression equations. Before objective
analyses could be performed at the 950 MB and 900 MB Levels,
it was necessary to merge/check significant-level and mandatory-
level radiosonde information for each analysis time.
The primary objective of this modeling effort is to
examine the effects of grid resolution on analysis and short-
range weather prediction. A short discussion of and rationale
f
i







1The writers assume that the reader will become familiar
with the technical aspects of the analysis models as presented
in Volume II of this Pinal Report.
1. Vertical Resolution
With respect to the 1000-100 MB mass structure analysis,
PNWC partitions each vertical column into eight layers --
each of which is assigned a value of static stability. in
that model, the lowest layer (from 1000 - 775 P'!BS) is quite
gross. The shallow stable layers (inversions) in the lower
troposphere cannot be depicted. ODSI retained the upper seven
layers but divided the 1000 - 775 MB layer into three sub--
layers, each of which is assigned a value of static stability.
The new layer interfaces occur at 925 MBS and 875 MBS.
Thus, ODSI designed a ten-layer, twelve-level mass structure
model. This led to the aforementioned requirement for
inputs at 950 MBS and 900 MBS.
2. Horizontal Resolution
In the horizontal, ODSI selected the one-third mesh
(187 x 187) grid for both analysis and prediction. On this
grid :
 the true-earth mesh distance varies from 68 kilometers
at the equator to 90 kilometers at 45N to 136 kilometers at
the pole. It permits significantly better depiction of
smaller scales in analysis. It dramatically reduces spatial
truncation error in prediction. Indeed, for the shorter
baroclinic waves the undermovement should be no greater than





A.	 Db ective Analysis: Discussion
The procedure (or scheme) used in objective analysis
of atmospheric--state parameters is to involve a set of rules
to obtain a value at each discrete grid point by blending
several types of information: (1) new observations (which
are irregularly--spaced, non-representative of the scales
being modeled, and contain as assortment of errors); (2)
guess-field functional values and differential properties;
and (3), control--field information (climatology). [If vari-
ational techniques are employed, it is possible to impose
dynamical constraints on the relationship between two or
more parameters for analysis.] The relative impact of each
type of information may be specified according to a set of
weights. The objective of an atmospheric analysis is to
describe/depict the "relevant" scales of motion, processes
and effects consistent with problem characteristics, available
resources (computer power, time, data), and the needs of the
users. la numerical weather prediction, one performs an
analysis in order to pose the initial state.
An objective analysis scheme tends to follow the same
rule^j that a trained meteorologist follows as he produces a
subjective (manual) analysis. An objective analysis, however,
should be devoid of day-to-day, person-to-person variations
in quality. Since the first-guess field embodies all of the
111-3






retained information of the parameter to be analyzed prior
to receipt of current observations, both methods should and
do exploit that resource. Since an analysis is primarily
concerned with the locations and shapes of features (as
refined through use of gradient and curvature information),
both methods may downgrade the importance of any single
reported value. In some ways, the task is easier for a
meteorologist. He can arbitrarily modify the procedure,
smooth a given contour, or assign a measure of confidence to
a report. These things can be done in objective analyses,
but not as easily.
The grid resolution is extremely important in the
objective analysis because it tends to define the range of
spatial scales for treatment. Pine-resolution grids permit
the depiction of more of the total atmospheric variation,
but they also increase the accommodation of non--representative
and/or erroneous reports. Pew, if any, surface observations
are truly representative of the spatial scales of interest
in NWP. The "local" content of observations tends to be
aliased into the larder, permissible scales of motion. As
the model resolution is changed, so must the grid-dependent
proced"r,,s and coefficients. The impact of each report on
the analysis, for example, should depend more on the scales of





becomes important to determine the influence functions for
various observational classes and analysis types. Finally, 	 is
an objective analysis should be able to introduce and distr.i-
Bute information into spatial scales which are computationally
viable in the prediction model and to enhance that viability
1
through dynamic coupling and/or numerical consistency. 	 j
Failing this, small-scale information may get "washed out"
in the adjustment period of a primitive--equation forecast
model.
B. A Scheme for Objective Analysis: Pattern
Conservation Technique (PCT)
w
ODSI has completed an objective analysis scheme, and
has tested the scheme using a real data base assembled in
' t '
	
	 conjunction with the Fleet Numerical Weather Central (FNWC).
All of the analysis programs use this Pattern--Conservation
Technique (PCT), which preserves specified differential
properties of the first--guess field while fitting the obser-
	
1
vations under a system of weights. ODSI selected this
scheme because it exhibits many of the desirable character-
istics of a good manual analysis procedure.
The goal of a PCT scalar analysis is to blend the
following information: the new data; the most recent past
analysis or forecast value (the first guess); the gradients
III-5
of the first guessfield in eight directions from each grid
point; and the Laplacian of the first guess field. The
contribution of each such piece of information or term is
specified by a set of weights.
The desired fit of all analysis elements is realized
by minimizing the suns of the squared deviations of the
various characteristics of the analysis front their counter-
parts in the first guess. The minimization is accomplished
with an elementary application of the calculus of variations.
Information is spread through space by the gradient and
Laplacian terms. In a sea-:level pressure analysis, for
example, there are sometimes natural obstacles (mountain
ridges, coastlines) beyond which a meteorologist would not
allow a new observation to influence the analysis. This
kind of constraint can be simulated in the objective analysis
by reducing the influence of the gradients and Laplacian
along the demarcation: zone.
Each PCT analysis "cycle" consists of three steps: (1)
assemble the data at grid points using some specified influ-
ence function; (2) solve an appropriate minimization equation;
and (3), reevaluate the weight of each report. At least two
cycles are needed to re-evaluate the weights. Indeed, an
additional cycle (for a total of three) will often cause a









Vector applications of PCT may be regarded as extensions
to the scalar procedures. In the objective wind analysis, for
example, the vector application requires solution of two mini-
mization equations (u-component and v-component equations)
simultaneously. Also, the method preserves the vorticity and
divergence of the first--guess wind field while fitting reported
wands (under a system of weights).
The reader should review the contents of Sections I and 11
of Volume II which describe the scalar and vector applications
of PCT in analysis.
1.	 Solution Method for PCT Equations
In the previous section, it was pointed out that
the PCT scheme required solution of a "minimization equation"
peculiar to the analysis type. Originally, the method of
successive over-relaxation (SOR) was used. When tests were
made to determine the impact of a single observation c an the
analysis, it was obvious that the SOR method was not distri-
buting the information as would be expected from numerical
and meteorological considerations.
Several approaches were made to the solution of the
minimization equation. The criteria by which the success of
an approach was measured were of two kinds. One was the
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length of time until convergence. The second was the
degree to which the solution obtained agreed with meteoro-
logical expectations in the three cases: using only one
data report for a constant guess field; using only four data
reports for a constant guess field (one report in each
quadrant; and using a complete (typical) set of reports.
The methods of solution which were explored were:
Poisson fast solve method; successive over--relaxation by
points; successive over-relaxation by lines; Jacobi iter-
ations; Gauss iterations; block iterations; successive over-
relaxation in 5--block scanning order; and successive over-
relaxation scanning by spiral (the relaxation methods for
the vector minimization equations required under-relaxation).
Further description of each method follows.
k	 The Poisson fast solve method uses the routine
POZS 2 developed at NCAR. Although the minimization equation
is not a Poisson equation -- or even elliptic --• it is
possible to extract a Poisson part of the equation and to
attempt to solve it by iteration. More precisely, and in
general, given the linear matrix equation Anti = B, one may
write A = P - Q and the equation may be written Px = Qx + B.
If the matrix P is amenable to some quick solution method,
then one may attempt to find a solution via iteration:






In the Poisson method, we choose P to be the Poisson matrix
part of the equation. As is well known, a solution by iter-
ation is possible for all initial guesses of x if and only
if the eigenvalues of P -1Q are all of modulus less than
unity. This was not the case for the minimization equation,
and iterative attempts at solutions diverged.
The method of Jacobi iteration is a simultaneous
relaxation method. In terms of the general method above,
we write our equation as Ax = U and A	 (aif7) as
(a.. . a i1i -- ai.j), where 6i,j^1 i=j 	 This method failed
to converge.
Gauss iteration is Jacobi iteration but using the
updated values of the unknown as soon as they are available.
This corresponds to splitting A as A = (L + 1) + u where
L is the lower triangular part of 7, u is the upper trian-
gular part, and T the main diagonal.. Gauss iteration con-
verged, but quite slowly. This had the undesirable effect
of spreading data too far from the location of the report.
The method of successive over-relaxation by points
is an accelerated Gauss iteration method. In general, an
interative method may possibly be accelerated by taking the
splitting A = P - Q and rewriting it as A = (P + aQ) -








suitable choice of a, this method converges quite -api.dly,
but r_evertheless, allows data to spread in anomalous ways.
Successive over-relaxation by lines is as above
for points, but instead of updating the unknown as soon as
each new x i is computed, update only after a line of xi's
corresponding to a line of grid prints is computed. This
method failed to converge.
f
The method of block iteration involves a splitting
A = P - Q where p is block pentadiagonal. Since a block
pentadiagonal matrix equation can be solved directly and
rapidly, this method is suitable. I'; yielded the fastest
convergence of all in the number of iterations, but took
a longer execution time than the fastest method. In additionf.
there was a somewhat anomalous pattern in t:ie spread of thed ta.I
The last two methods are both successive-over-
relaxation but differ from the above in the order of the
unknowns in the equation. This involves permuting Vows of
}
the matrix of the equation -- but because of the splitting
this yields different effects.
The 5-block scan involves grouping the unknowns
into 5 groups and scanning them in order in each group, from
t`!
group l to group 5. This method converged fairly rapidly --'






The method of spiral scan was designed and tested.
It requires scanning the grid from the center (pole) point
in a counter-clockwise spiral outward to the edges. It
converged fastest (of all) and yielded the least anomalous
pattern of data spreading.
Thus, the best result was obtained by SOR using
a spiral scan with variable over-relaxation factor. Indeed,
under-relaxation was foLnd to converge more quickl y in ?he
simultaneous solution of the u-- and v-component minimization
equations in the objective wind analysis. This method has
been implemented in all PCT codes in current use.
2. Analysis Code Sequence and Computer
Requirements
The entire set of analysis codes outputs about
fifty fields per horizontal grid per analysis time. The
sequence of analysis codes commences with the 12-hour fore-
cast outputs of the coarse--mesh PR Model (PECHCV) as init-
ialized with analysis outputs for the time twelve hours
previous to the current (analysis) tine. Each program in
the sequence is necessary either for a subsequent analysis
code or for the forecast model., as listed below:
a.	 Program to merge/check radiosonde observations,
and to interpolate the given profile to those pressure levels





b. Program to analyze the sea-surface tempera--'
i
ture	 (SST) ; L-`II
C. Program to generate the first-guess sea-- Ia
^j
r level pressure and upper-level temperature fields;
s
d. Program to analyze the sea-level pressure;
z ' e. Program to analyze temperatures at twelve
pressure levels from 1000 to 100 MBS; 1
f. Program to generate the first--guess upper-
'.. z
level geopotential--height fields (using outputs from d and
e, above);
g. Program to analyze the geopotentiai--heights
at twelve pressure levels from 1000 to 100 MBS, to "retrieve"
hydrostatically-consistent virtual temperature profiles (if
desired), and to generate 50-, 30- and 10 —IIB temperatures
and heights using regression equations;
h. Program to analyze the reported winds
(satellite cloud vectors, rawinsondes, aircraft reports,
Pilot balloons) at twelve pressure levels from 1000 to
100 ?-IBS,-
i. Program which assembles the forecast model
input fields.
A substantial amount of CYBER 175 computer time
was needed to develop these analysis codes. For the contract
year, analysis model development and production runs consumed















The program sequence shown above (exclusive of
the 12-hour forecast) uses about six CP-minutes (twenty-
three wall-clock minutes) on the coarse-mesh grid, and
thirty-three CP--minutes (100 wall--clock minutes) on the
fine-mesh grid per analysis time. There are nine analysis
periods per scenario, and two scenarios. Each analysis
requires a coarse-mesh, twelve--hour forecast -- which
takes seven CP-minutes and seventeen wall--clock minutes.
This forecast is used for analyses on both grids. Thus,
each analysis scenario-takes about 400 CP-minutes or about
1,400 wall-clock minutes to complete. There are two
scenarios. For the first scenario (April 1976), the entire
scenario was run three times altogether, in order to imple-
ment and test the cumulative effects of certain procedures.
C.	 Data Influence Region
The analysis procedure in use at the outset of this
1
study permitted a report to be assembled in the analysis
at the nearest grid point. On the coarse-mesh (63 x 63) grid, 	 kk
^t
the procedure appears to be satisfactory in that it tended
to accommodate the observations while preserving the smoothly-
i










Once the fine-mesh (187 x 187) analysis codes were
exercised, however, it became obvious that the procedure
1 had to be altered in such a way as to cause an observation
i. to impact on the analysis in the sage geographical./meteoro-
logical scales --- regardless of the grid size. As a report
was introduced in the 187 x 187 analysis, the information
was being distributed to the same number of gridpoints as
in the 63 x 63 analysis, but the geographical distance/area
was much less than in the 63 x 63 analysis.
Procedures were implemented and tested in both the
63 x G3 and 187 x 187 analysis codes which distributed
observztional information within a circular neighborhood
in a manner which may be specified. (This action then
pointed out the need to re-evaluate the weights of obser-
vations in a similar manner.) For the 63 x 63 code, the
implementation of this change was rather straightforward.
The radius of the influence circle was chosen to be three,
two, and one (coarse) grid lengths for the first, second and
third analysis cycles, respectively. For the 187 x 187
code, the same geographical areas were influenced, but the
number of grid points affected could be as large as 296,














D.	 The Effects of varying the Weights
"4 3r	 =
The constants which determine the relative importance
r
of observations and the guess--field (and its differential
properties) were examined. Tests showed the weights to be
grid dependent. They also showed that the amount of com-
puter time needed to arrive at a solution can vL1ry markedly
with changes in the weights. This is especially so in the
case of the weight assigned to the Laplacian terms (in the
pressure analysis). Trial and error constitutes the only
way to determine the optimum weights. There are no guar-
antees, however, that the minimization equation will even
converge for some choices of weights.
Tests were made to see if one can determine the combin-
ation of weights which produces a valid, visually-pleasing
analysis 
_.n a computationally-efficient way. The results of
these tests were not particularly encouraging. Indeed, it
appears to be the case that a substantial quality--control
effort is required to prevent deterioration of the analyzed
structures in data-poor areas. Two special cases can be
discussed. First, it should be stated and understood that
the primitive--equation forecast models do not predict the
observed changes in the equatorial/subtropical latitudes
with any degree of skill. Systematic, if only slight,







}	 problem is acute. Over an analysis-prediction-analysis
scenario of several days in length, the gradual departures
iron reality can become rather large: in data-poor regions.
If, after several days, an observation is received, it may be
sufficiently different from the value(s) in the first-guess
field as to be downgraded or discarded. The opposite situ-
ation is also troublesome. That is to say, an analysis scheme:
may accept a report which, because of its difference from the
first-guess values, may lead to a perturbation in the analysis
(it could be real, but it is probably spurious). The primi-
tive--equation forecast model will, more than likely, amplify
such a perturbation into quite an intense, unreal circulation.
The problem ?
 of course, is to develop techniques for distri-
buting observed information into appropriate ranges of scale
(wholesale updating of guess-field values) rather than to
allow a report to create a spurious circulation/system. if
such techniques cannot be developed, it would be better not
to introduce isolated data at all in sparse--data regions
which are characterized by weak horizontal gradients (generally)






E.	 Some Practical Solutions to Analysis Problems
As in any undertaking of this scope and complexity,
many problems were encountered, and either solved or cir-
cumvented. At first, the problems tended to be related to
the implementation of model procedures in terms of correct/
efficient code. But, once these difficulties were overcome,
the problems centered on the effects of sparse and/or bad
data (espPcli ally in the tropics) and on the procedures for
distributing information in isolated reports (spatially)
into larger meteorological scales. on the other hand, no





objective analysis: how do you handle an unsupported obser-
vation of an unexpected change/event? Another important
problem arises from any procedure which relies too heavily
upon either the reports or upon the guess field. Even
though it can be argued that the guess field represents
the cumulative knowledge of the atmosphere prior to receipt
of the latest observations, the guess field often departs
from reality in data-poor regions so much so that perfectly
good observations will be downgraded or rejected altogether.
The use of (satellite) cloud photographs, therefore, is vital
to the required Quality control effort in operational analysis.
Even so, the design (and redesign) of data toss-out criteria
f	 (with provision for manual override) represents an important
and open-ended aspect of analysis modeling,
i
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,1.	 Problems in Low Latitudes
During the early stages of the analysis development
effort, analysis outputs contained unrealistic, small--scale:
features in low latitudes, generally, and in the lateral
boundary areas, specifically. SIRS soundings caused the
general problem, because the actual horizontal gradients in
the tropical regions tend to be small compared to ficticious
gradients caused by errors in the SIRS measurements. Once the
small.-scale features get into the analyzed structure, the
primitive-equation model has a tendency to produce (forecast)
structures which are even less realistic. Since the analysis
sequence (over several days) is maintained with 12--hour fore-
casts, each analysis can become increasingly unrealistic.
Charts VIII-49 and VIII-50 illustrate the low-
latitude analysis problem. Chart VIII-49 is a 700 MB tempera-
ture analysis for 120QZ, 15 April 1976. It contains numerous
satellite temperature soundings. Chart VIII-50 is the corxes--
ponding 700 MB height analysis containing SIRS height obser-
vations. An early version of the analysis procedure was used
for these outputs. The nom-meteorological, character of these




VIII-52	 alsocharts V1.11-51 "11	 vlo:vu	 gene 'rated
vioinki the samo (oarly)	 the analysis models,
lohkaa^t VIII-51 contains the sod-ICV01 pressure analysis for
121 00 1^ 1 ? 'vV2 April 1976.	 It is quita noisy in appoarance,
Chart VIII-52 oontosj)ooLrjIj%* tn low lctUtudos.	 ains -the
I	 lysis -t^xxionty-.Cmr hours I L	 00 Z'proSsIlro j^jjcj
1-4
Allril).	 BQO'IuSO of the interaction with the forecast
modcq (doBcribod above)	 this pro8sure pattorn has becomo
quito unreali8tic qonerally, but Lotally unaccep-table on
tho	 bomidarios.	 This Mustrates how seemingly
(shown in Chart VIII-51) can alvlifY afterinixommus or.rors
f-mily. two	 (tnibsequont)	 1"I.-hour fort.)Oasts and '111,11yses	 (each) ..k
sovoral romodial pr000dures wore implemented and
tosa,od in tho analystes.	 Thtiso WQ-1vided-z	 (1)	 F'ourier filterivl^j;
(2) Shapiro filtering;	 (3) Laplaoian- typo smoothing with
vkIriation- an(I (4), renjaval of SIRS reports
s outh ol' a L)roscribod IaLitudo (about	 0	 The f irst two
moanuros wt^re disotardod.	 S01110 romedial stops were also
tako" W tho forocast mndtil^ 	 Thoso included.-	 (1) use of a
tonkitmey truncabor which doos not: Permit forocast Change's
South '--)f FIN, but Which loaves the tt-idoncios unaltered north
of IBN (with lint-mr Variation bot-Ween tho' SQ limits);	 (2)
applioation of a lm-paows Ult-or t f,- 1110del Outputs (with no
foo.^Nxek to the in Wqrat ions)	 (3) uso ot thermal/momenLum
diffusion in the integrations; and (4), use of latitudin-
ally-dependent Laplacian--type smoothing (between 5N and 30N)
of model outputs.
Chart VIII-2 illustrates the cumulative benefits
of these remedial actions. This 12002, 23 April I BS analysis
should be compared to Chart VIII -52. On the basis of many
model, tests, it was concluded that the entire 63 x 63 analysis-
prediction scenario could be carried out without further modi-
fications to the analysis procedure.
2.	 Analyzed vs. Retrieved Temperatures
The original analysis technique called for modeling
the 1000--100 MB mass structure in terms of eight (or ten)
static-stability layers. Once the heights, Z(p), were
determined for the column, the solution of a matrix trans-
formation equation yielded a corresponding set of virtual
temperatures, T (p), which could be integrated hydrostatically
to produce the heights, Z(p). These so-called 1°retrieved"
temperatures tend to differ, however, from analyzed tempera-
tures at any given pressure level.
Chart VIII-53 shows the retrieved temperatures at
950 ASBS for 120OZ, 22 April 1976. In Chart VIII -54, we show





retrieved temperatures are not only noisy in appearance, but
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£Qil¥-drams subjQctive analyses. Analyzed temperatures were















































P.	 Data Base Preparation
The analysis program sequence described in Section
III.B.2 was executed using real observations in order to
prepare the data base needed to initialize the several
versions of the prediction model. The CYBER 175 at F WC was
utilized for all aspects of observation processing and
objective .analysis.
There are two meteorological scenarios of four days
duration each. Scenario A covers the period from 12002, 21
April 1976 through 12005, 25 April 1976. Scenario B covers
the period from 12002, 19 May 1976 through 12002, 23 May
1976. The . analyses are performed at twelve--hourly intervals.
Thus, there are nine analyses in each four-day scenario. As
noted earlier, Scenario A was the subject of special investi-
gations leading to improved procedures in analysis. The
analyses were performed on both the 63 x 63 coarse-mesh and
the 187 x 187 fine-mesh grids.
Table II-1 indicated that the Test Series B analyses
were used to initialize the forecasts in Scenario A. These
are non--interactive analyses. specifically,, analyses were
made for individual date-times using an area-influence pro-
cedure without allowing the forecast model to propagate such
III-22





effects to a subsequent analysis, In contrast, the Production
Series C analyses were -fully interactive. (By examining the
P20 and PIS forecasts, one can assess the impact of such
interactive procedures on a short-range forecast.)
The scenarios were selected for periods during which
interesting (and large) changes were taking place. All
available conventional and satellite data at FNWC, together
with corresponding FMIC analyses and forecasts, were
collected with the help of FNWC personnel. The data counts
for 12002, 22 April 1976 are representative. Included are:
(1) 4,706 sea--level pressure reports; (2) 442 sea-surface
temperatures; and (3) , upper--air temperature, height and
grind reports in numbers shown in the ':able below:
Number of Reports
Pressure Temperature Height hind
1000 402 476 266
950 530 496 326
900 562 504 G91
550 637 647 MSG
700 651 654 551,
500 641 649 550
400 637 640 557
300 631 632 604
250 MSG MSG 899
2n0 593 595 976
150 566 567 476





At this date-time, there were about 500 radiosonde/rawiosonde
soundings, but values at specific levels were sometimes missing
or garbled. Coui«ts in excess of 500 generally indicate the
presence of SIRS soundings/winds. Satellite wind vectors are
available at 900 PMS , and in large numbers at/near the 200-MB
level.
G.	 Charts and Tables
Recall that the analysis models output approximately
fifty distributions/fields at each analysis time on each
horizontal grid. Thus, the nharts provided in this Final
Report represent only a small fxaction of the total. In
addition to presenting selected analyses, analysis actual
change charts (the difference between analyses at two times)
and analysis difference charts (the difference between analyses
on two grids) will be presented, as appropriate. Statistical
measures of such changes/differences will also be provided.
1.	 Scenario A Discussion
Although this scenario commences at 12002, 21 April
1976, the forecasts were initialized with analysis model out-
puts for 12002, 22 April 1976.
Charts VIII-1 through VIII-3 contain the sea-level
pressure (PS) analyses for 22 April through 24 April, respect-





period, the atmosphere underwent some rather lar ge changes.
Chart VIII--59, for example, shows the PS actual changes
(using a 4•--MB contour interval) during the first day. There
are several change centers with magnitudes greater than
twenty millibars (about 1 MB per hour). Charts VIII-5 through r
VIII-7 contain the 500 MB height analyses for the 22--24 April
	 y
f.,
period. The main feature is the blocking high southeast of
Iceland, which leads to height falls over southern Europe
(downstream of the block). In contrast, the Pacific region``r,
undergoes some rather large adjustments in the open-wave
pattern. The Pacific Ocean atmospheric changes are clearly 	 1
more interesting than those in the Atlantic. For the most
	 j
purt, they reflect system intensity changes. In contrast,
the intense low pressure system in the Atlantic (near 45N/
40w) changes intensity and location only slightly. In fact,
the Atlantic and European sectors are comparatively inactive
during this period. Chart VIII--60 contains the corresponding
changes in the 500 MB heights. This shows a maximum change
of -360 meters over China, with several change centers in
excess of + 180 meters. The 48-hour changes are shown in
Charts VIII--61 and VIII-62.
Table VII-11 contains some statistical measures of
the atmospheric changes taking place in this 48--hour period.





6.01 £-IBS after one and two days, respectively. The RMS 500 ME
height difference increases from 54.7 meters to 67.7 meters
after one and two days, respectively.
In the evaluation . of prediction model outputs,
emphasis will be given to the system over Chita and to the
system in the Gulf of Alaska. The former deepened 19 MBS in
the first day, and the latter deepened 23 MBS in the first
day. The Atlantic low may be used as a standard --- since
it dial not change in intensity during the period.
Chart VIII--9 contains the 500 MB temperature
analysis for 12002, 22 April 1976. Note the SIRS reports
over the oceans north of 20N.
Chart VIII-10 contains the 500 ME wind analysis
for 12002, 22 April 1976. Reports are shown as heavy barbs.
Chart VIII-12 contains the 900 ME wind analysis for the same
time. This contains many satellite wind vectors.
The reader may compare the aforementioned PS and
2500 analysis outputs to FNWC analyses. Sze Charts VIII-25
and VIII--26 for the PS charts for 22 and 23 April, respect-
ively. See Charts VIII-27 and VIII-28 for the corresponding
500 ME height analyses.
i^
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2.	 Scenario B Discussion
OW Although this scenario commences at 12002, 19 May 4:
P 1976, the forecasts were initialized with analysis model
i
^r
outputs for 12002, 20 May 1976.
w;
Charts VIII-13 through VIII-15 contain the sea- y,}	 V
.a
level pressure (PS) analyses for 20 May through 22 May 1976,
g respectively.	 These were produced on the 63 x 63 grid.
Charts VIII-99 and VIII-101 contain the PS actual changes for ^,?
the first day and total period, respectively. 	 The reader '?
will note that a typhoon (present near 12N/146E) accounts for
i
the rise-fall pair of centers on Chart VIII-99.
Charts VIII--17 through VIII -19 contain the 500 MB
height analyses for 20-22 May.	 Charts VIII-100 and VIII-102 r'.
r
contain the 2500 actual changes (60--meter contours)	 for the
first day and total period, respectively. 	 For the most part, `r
the actual changes for Scenario B are smaller than those
indicated in Scenario A, but they are still large enough to I;'
be of use in this study.	 In Chart VIII-102, for example, two




As Charts VIII-13 and VIII--14 are examined, one
4finds that the intensity of centers dial not change dramati-
cally.	 One secondary center between Iceland and England
1 deepened from 1004 to 996 MBS. 	 The deep low over China
f
'' III-27
remained constant at 988 MBS. The low center east of
t
Kamchatka and the low center in the Gulf of Alaska each T
filled about four millibars. In the central Atlantic (near 1 f:
40N 40W), the low/ deepened a little from 1009 to 1.006 MBS. s	 ^'
Thus, the displacement of s)rstems was a significant consider- li
ation in this scenario,
rr
Selected additional parameters are also provided 	 t
at the (base) time of 1200, 20 May 1976. Chart VIII--21
contains a 500 MB temperature analysis. Chart VIII-22
contains the corresponding wind analysis. Both were per-
formed on the 63 x 63 grid.
The charts for Scenario B may oe compared to FNWC
analyses. Charts VIII-31 and VIII-32 contain the PS analyses 	 Ll
for 20 and 21 May, respectively. Charts VIII-33 and VIII--34 	 l !
contain the 2500 analyses for these same dates. As would be 	 r
expected, the correspondence between ODSI and FNWC analyses LJ
is quite good, especially in regions with adequate obser-
vationalcounts.
Table VII-17 contains some statistical measures of
L^
the actual changes at sea level and 500 MBS in Scenario B.
The RMS pressure change amounts to 3.34 FIBS in the first day^'
(20-21 May), and increases slightly to 4.35 MBS for the two-day
period (20-22 May).
	
These are somewhat smaller than the RMS
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1 H.	 Effects of Grid Resolution
Selected analysis model outputs u s ing the 157 x 187 qr'iii




Chart V111-4 contains the 18 7 x 157 sea-level
pressure analysis for 120O Z, 22 April 1176.	 I t may be oow-
I pared to Chart: VIII-1.	 In	 East,	 the	 (sma ll) 	 i1ift:er F7I'lt`t7:;[
betwoea these two analyses are contai ned i n Chat't VIII- 55.
(The contour interval is 1 MB.) 
1 Chart VIII - ti contains the 157 x 157 500 MR hrioht
analysis for 12001,	 ` 2 April 1976.	 Compare this with the'
A: 63 x 63 version shown in Chart VIII -6. 	 The difforoni•os
1 betaoon these analyses are shown on Chart VT .II -N.	 (The
contour interval is 10 meters.)	 Here, one s starts to coo
{.;}
i
differences o f 1 0 - 30 meters in places.	 No te that in doliso—
_.t 4 data a reas, the d ifferenQos between the 187 x 157 and 63 x 63
outputs [occur in small s calds (as expected, boC":l"sv of the
ability of the PMG to accommodate those reports better).	 In
i sparse-data rog i.ans, the differences appear to bo in laroor
Not oaroloWal)	 scales.	 This is clues to the fact that.;	 (1) n
.{ filter-inq action can the 63 x 63 affoc-t•: a broader gvoqraphioal
L. 111-2 9 j
region than on a 187 x 187 grid; and (2), the percent of the
difference (between the reported value and the first-guess
value) which gets applied to a grad point will tend to be
larger for the 187 x 187 grid because of proximity (alone).
Chart VIII--11 contains the 500 NB temperature
analysis for 1200, 22 April 1976 for the 187 x 187 arid.	 ^t
Compare this to Chart VIII -9.
2.	 Scenario B
Chart VIII-16 contains the 187 x 187 sea-level
pressure analysis for 12002, 20 May 1976. 	 Compare this output
to Chart VIII-13 containing the 63 x 63 output. 	 The differ-
ences between these two analyses are shown on Chart VIII-57.
There are two small regions of 2 D1B differences (central
Pacific and Ethiopia) .
	
otherwise, the differences are minimal.
IJChart VIII-20 contains the 187 x 187 500 MB height
analysis for 12002, 20 May. 	 Compare this to Chart VIII-17.
t^
The differences between these outputs are shown in Chart
VIII-58.	 Once again, the differences are in very small scales
in dense-data regions.
	
in sparse-data areas (such as the y	 {{
central Pacific) , the differences lie in larder spatial scales. r	 l
The 90-meter difference near 45N/170'W is the result of a




Chart VIII-23 contains the 187 x 187 500 MB tempera-
k tore analysis for 20 May. 	 Compare this to Chart VIII-21.
Chart VIII--24 contains the 187 x 187 500 14B wind
vector analysis for 20 Play.. Compare this to Chart VIII-22.
3.	 Sea-Surface Temperature (SST)
Bight sea-surface temperature analyses are pro-
vided.
	 Charts VIII-123 through VIII-126 pertain to Scenario
A.	 Charts VIII-123 is the 187 x 187 SST analysis, which
should be compared to Chart VIII-124 containing the 63 x 63
SST analysis for the same date--time.
	 The ability of the FMG
to resolve strong gradients is extremely good.
Charts VIIM--127 through VIII-130 pertain to Scenario
'a
B.	 In this sequence, compare the 187 x 187 analysis in Chart
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IV. PREDICTION MODEL DEVELOPMENT
'm
e
The primary objective of this modeling effort was to
examine the impact of grid resolution on short-range weather
prediction (with real data). In so doing, ODSI has prepared
a more effective/efficient-model context for assessing the
impact of SEASAT data on weather prediction. The models
possess many of the characteristics of existing operational
models at Fleet Numerical Weather Central, Monterey. This
will facilitate the applicability and transferability of study
results to that computational environment. This is particularly
true with respect to the procedures in analysis codes and to the
physics in prediction codes. With respect to data management
and computational procedures in the prediction models, ODSI has
implemented alternative approaches in order to be able to exe-
cute high--resolution versions on available computer systems.
These tests have pointed out the importance of "engin-
eering" in prediction model development. Computational devices
(smoothers and filters, tendency truncators, mountain shaping,
diffusion operators) are needed to control noise in the solu-
tions. But, the repetitive use of such devices can/does
produce effects which mask (or overwhelm) the effects of
physical processes being modeled. Thus, the impact of each





Observations are deficient in both number and distri-
bution. Ocean-area data coverage is a critical issue in
objective analysis. Satellite measurements are intended to
satisfy ocean-area data requirements eventually, but model
development can/must proceed in the interim. When the full
potential of this data resource is realized, there should be
significant improvement both in the specification of the
initial state for prediction and in our understanding of the
underlying physics. The point, of course, is that special
care must be taken to ensure the computational viability of
observed information.
A. Model Description
A complete description of the various forecast model
versions (and programs) is provided in Volume III of this
Final Report. For reader convenience, howover, some important
attributes and procedures will be described briefly in the
following paragraphs.
The model requires a computer solution, using numerical
methods, to a set of non-linear, partial difference equations
at each grid point in the three-dimensional domain each inte-
gration time step. The time step is 4 minutes (12 minutes)
in the 187 x 187 (63 x 63) model, versions. The horizontal






iISS I-Iemisphere.	 Terrain- £ollowing „ sigma" surfaces are used to
'^ Reap variables vertically. 	 PECHFV has ten sigma surfaces
(	 0.95,	 0.85,	 ...,	 0.05).	 PEFHCV and PECHCV have five
sigma surfaces	 (a	 0.9,	 0.7,	 ...,	 O.l). t..,
z
The set of equations contains mathematical terms which
rrepresent relevant physical/dynamical processes and effects,
The equations are written in fluff form to facilitate the use
of a second-order differencing scheme with special conser-
vation properties. For temporal di.fferencing, each twelve
hours of integrations is initiated with an Fuler-backward
step and carried forward with centered steps (leapfrog).
Consecutive solutions are time-filtered using a procedure
devised by Robert in order to minimize solution separation
while selectively dissipating high-frequency computational
modes. The pressure-gradient .force terms in the momentum
equations are time-averaged to permit a slightly larger inte-
gration time step than wculd be acceptable ordinarily.
Some of the more important physical/dynamical, processes
represented in the model are: evaporation and condensation
(cyclone--scale and cumulus-scale); sensible boat exchanges
(air-ocean; air-ground) ; and solar and terrestrial radiation.
The cumulus parameterization is based on a 1968 Arakawa
algozithttt, and redistributes heat and moisture in each column









convective adjustments are invoked as necessary to preclude
hydrostatic instability. Both mountain and frictional effects
lend realism to flows. The quadratic friction term vanishes
at sigma = 0.8 (0.9) level in the 5-layer (10-layer) model.
Mountain gradients cannot exceed 2,000 meters per meshlength.
A land-sea-ice discriminator is employed, as appropriate.
Terms representing the three--dimensional transport and
vergence of heat, moisture and momentum are present, of
course. Adiabatic temperature changes are modeled.
The diabatic heating rates are calculated (each hour)
in a manner similar to that used at UCLA, as outlined by
Langlois and Kwok (1969). Moisture is carried out at the
lowest three (six) levels in the 5-level (10-level) models.
Initial moistures are parameterized in terms of the patterns
of geostrophic relative vorticity (the flow patterns).
Heating rates are calculated for two gross layers (between
sigma = 1.0 and 0.6, and between 0.6 and 0.2). A gross
cloud is modeled after Smagorinsky (1960), and used to
apporti:)n the clear--sky and cloudy-sky rates. The solar
calculations follow Joseph (1966) . Infra--red fluxes are
based on Mintz and Arakawa, after approximate fluxes are
calculated using the approach of Danard (1969).
The model is initialized using the objective analysis
model outputs described earlier. Recall that vertical
IV-4
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interpolation is needed to initialize sigma-surface points
using pressure-surface information. 	 Winds come from an
objective analysis in which the first-guess values are non-
divergent geostrophic winds.
A Both explicit and implicit smoothing/filtering are
present in this model.	 Without thermal and momentum diffusion
T.
terms, it would be difficult to control noise (hence,
stability).	 A non-linear pressure smoother is also employed.
'',` In addition, a tendency truncator is used to eliminate fore-
cast changes south of 5-' latitude, and to gradually increase
(with latitude) the permissible amount of forecast change up
to 20 0 latitude (above which all forecast changes are allowed).
[Such limiters are motivated and justified by problems with
the data,	 (artificial) boundary conditions, and initialization
procedures in tropical latitudes.]
This class of model has been in operational use by FNWC
since 1970.	 It produces forecasts with skill (compared to a
persistence forecast) for periods up to several days.	 Short
baroclinic waves tend to be undermoved by 10-20 percent on the
IT 63 x 63 grid, but only 1-4 percent on the 187 x 187 grid.
Precipitation tends to be modeled well, especially in maritime
cyclones.	 Indeed, the model handles cyclogenesis quite well,




Although a complete model description is provided in
Volume III of the Final Report, brief explanations of special
model characteristics will be pz.,vided in this section.
1. Geostrophic 50-MB Winds
In both PECHCV and PEFHCV, the sigma = 0.1 surface
is often above 100 MBS, especially over high terrain where it
can reach to 50 INIBS. With PECHFV, the uppermost computational
surface lies in the 50-- to 25-MB stratum. Since the wind
analysis model provides winds up to 100 MBS only, one can
either extrapolate from available levels or use a non--divergent,
geostrophic wind above 100 MBS. Tests showed the latter pro--
cedure to be quite satisfactory (and an improvement over
extrapolation).	 i
2. Moisture Initialization Algorithm 	 }
S
s
As pointed out earlier, the initial relative humidity 	 4
(RH) values are parameterized using geostrophic relative vorti- f
i
city values from the flow patterns. This has proved to be f	 ,.
superior to any so-called moisture analysis (which has few if
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3.	 Special Processing of Outputs
Earlv tests showed that noise and/or unrealistic
'
i«
structures tended to build up in tropical regions during the
course of the analysis-prediction cycle.
The remedial procedures included restoring the
initial boundary conditions for output distributions, with
Laplacian smoothing (latitudinally dependent) south of 300
'a
latitude.	 (In an operational context, this procedure would
have to be replaced with one involving a return to climatology
in analysis in data-sparse regions.)
4.	 Special. Processing of Inputs to Fine-mesh
(187 x 187) Models
-;i Because of the large data base with the 187 x 187
1 grid (about one million words), it is more efficient to sort
r
the input (analysis) data into vertical sections (1,K) 	 for
- which pressure is the vertical coordinate (same as in the
analysis codes) prior to performing the vertical interpolation
' to sigma surfaces.
	
A separate program named PEPREP performs
this task and anenerates	 appropriate  file for use in theg
initialization overlay of the PE model.. 	 PEPREP uses both
f
rotating mass storage and either ECS or LCD: (about 250,000




The 187 x 187 model may be initialized with
187 x 187 analysis outputs, or with 63 x 63 analysis outputs
which have been interpolated to the 187 x 187 grid.
5. Lateral Boundary Conditions and Tendency
Truncation
Forecast tendencies for each integration time step
are reduced/eliminated south of 20N according to an array of
coeffi ,;ients. South of 5N the tendencies are set to zero
(producing a persistence forecast). Between 5N and 20N, the
coefficients vary according to the latitude 0 as follows:





Within each integration step, however, the boundary walls
are assumed to be rigid, insulated and slippery. No boundary
fluxes are allowed. Tangential flow is permitted.
6. Pressure--Gradient Force (PGF) Time-Averaging
in Momentum Equations
To allow for a slightly lengthened integration time
step, the pressure-gradient .force (PGF) terms in the momentum
equations are time-averaged. The procedure requires that the
integrations be re-ordered as follows_ (1) integrate all of












produce new (T+3.) geopotentials]; (2) time-average the PGF
terms, using
$	 PGFT = (1-a) PGF T + 2 (PGFT- + PGFT+1)
and (3), integrate the momentum equations containing the
time-averaged PGF terms.
7. Temporal Filtering of Thermodynamic and
Moisture Equations
In the temperature and moisture equations, consecu-
tive solutions are time--.filtered using a method devised by
Robert (1966). The method is used to minimize solution
separation, as well as to damp undesirable short-crave com-
ponents. It is not applied to the momentum equations.
8. Non-Linear Pressure (Tendency Ecru ..ion)
Smoothing
Oliger and Wellck (1970) describe a non-linear
pressure-smoother which we apply in the pressure--tendency
equation each time step. Since the operator is actually
applied to stencils of sea-level pressure values about each
point, the terrain pressure must first be reduced to sea




Temperature diffusion, DT , and moment un diffusion,
DM, were added to the model equations to redistribute/attenuate
high-frequency components. The former (DT) varies in magnitude
according to the diffusion coefficient, K, given by
10 	 an the CMG
4x10 on the FMG
The latter (D} varies with both latitude and model level, in
addition to the aforementioned grid--dependent coefficient.
10. Temporal Differencing
Centered (leapfrog) differencing is used, except
for the step which initiates a new integration period
(normally every twelve forecast hours). For this step, we
use an Euler-backward step (which is selectively dissipative).
In the 187 x 187 model versions, a provision has been made to
employ an Ruler-backward step at other specified times, as well.
Due to the interaction of the various computational
devices being used, the integration is fifteen minutes in the
63 x 63 models, and four minutes in the 187 x 137 models. We
refer to: (1) PGF time-avay-aging; (2) Robert time-fi.ltc:ring;
(3) non-linear pressure smoothing; and (4) lateral diffusion.
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	y_	 All of the analysis and coarse-mesh (63 x 63) prediction
modeling was performed on the CYBER 175 at Fleet Numerical
Weather Central, Monterey. In -this contract period, this
1





j;	 Table TV-1 shows the CYBFR 175 utilization for typical 24-hour	 ^[
forecasts using either the 63 x 63 x 5-level or G3 x 63 x 10-
level prediction models.
The fine--mesh (187 x 187) prediction modeling was per-
formed on the CDC 7600 at NASA Ames. Table TV-2 shows the time
it takes to execute these high-resolution model versions.
These tables indicate that it takes about 12-13 times longer
to execute the one-third mesh version on the 7600 than it does
to execute a standard--mesh model on the 175. Since the 7600
is about twice as fast as the 175 for such codes, this
suggests that the fine-mesh problem is a 25X problem. Theo-
retically, it is a 27X problem. Thus, some economies of scale
were realized.
The lack of 7600 time prevented CDST from executing the
fine-mesh models an more data sets or for longer forecast
periods.
During they contract period, it became necessary to shift
the programmi g/production efforts From one type of computor
to another (in order to accommodate GFE availability) . Thus,
some of the total effort was related to such systein changes. 	 f
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63. x 63 x 10 PEM (PECHFV)
--- Initialization ---- 5 Sec.
--- Each 12-hour Integration --- 11.5 min.
---- Each 12-hour Output -- 17 Sec.
-- Total. 24--hour Forecast 50 Min.. 23.5 Min.
63 x 63 x 5 PEN (PEC:HCV)
I
-- Initialization -- 3 Sec.
-- Each 12-hour Integration -- 5.9 Min.
`	 -- Each 12-hour output -- 15 Sec.

















--- Each 6-hour Integration
-- Each 6-hour output
--- Total 24-hour Porecast
44 See.	 13 See.
3.5 Hr.	 1.2 Hr.
14 Min.	 I.5 Min.
15 11r.	 4.8 fir.
187 x 187 x 5 PEM1 (PEFHCV )
I
--- initialization
-- Each G--Hour lntewation
Each 6-hour Output
C- Total 24-hour Forecast
	
33 Sep:.	 8 rein.
	67 M n.	 39 Min.
	
n Min.	 1.3 :tin.
	
5.2 Hr.	 2. r Hr.
f
^u NOTES:f
1. Used a-minutes t imest:ops.
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Table 11--1 provides the model descriptors, run numbers
and selected chart, table and Figure references for those
prediction model results to'be presented in this Final Report.
The coarse-mesh (63 x 63 x-5 or 63 x 63 x 10) forecasts are
all two-day forecasts. The fine-mesh (187 x 187 x 5) fore-
casts are one-day forecasts. There are three major runs in
each of two scenarios. in Scenario A, all forecasts were
initialized with Test Series B analyses. The major runs for
Scenario A are: F18 (63 x 63 x 5), F22 (187 x 187 x 5) and
T4 (63 x 63 x 10). Runs F20 (63 x 63 x 5) and T6 (63 x 63 x 10)
were initialized with Production Series C analyses, and may
be compared to the major runs, as appropriate, to determine the
effects of interactive analyses. In Scenario B, all forecasts
were initialized with Production Series C analyses. The major
runs for Scenario B are: F19 (63 x 63 x 5), F24 (187 x 187 x 5)
and .T5 (63 x 63 x 10) .
Several classes of exhibits will be provided to aid in
the examination and evaluation of these results: (1) forecast
charts; (2) forecast change charts (forecast minus starting
analysis); (3) forecast error charts (forecast minus verifi-
cation analysis); (4) forecast difference charts (ten--sayer
forecast minus five--layer forecast and fine--mesh forecast minus
V-1
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coarse-mesh forecast); (5) starting/verification analysis
charts; (G) actual change charts (to be compared to either
forecast error charts or forecast change charts); (7) sta-
tistical information describing model performance and model
behavior (energetics); and (8) graphical information describing
model behavior.
A.	 Scenario A: Forecasts, Forecast Changes, Forecast
Errors
Several types of comparisons may be made in this scen-
ario. The forecast charts may be verified against the
appropriate verification analyses. Forecasts from a five--
layer model (for a given initial analysis type) may be
compared to forecasts from a ten-layer model. Forecasts
(from a given model version) using one type of initial
analysis may be compared to forecasts using a different type
of initial analysis. Ideally, the forecast changes and
actual changes should correspond quite well. Also, the
pattern of forecast errors should be less dense/smaller in
size than the pattern of actual changes. Such qualitative
assessments ittay be augmented by detailed comparisons of
statistical measures presented herein.
L..r_
E.
1. Run F22 (PEFHCV)
Charts VIII-131 through VIII--133 contain the
24-hour sea-level pressure (PS), 500-MB height (2500) and
500--blB temperature (T500) forecasts, respectively, using the
187 x 187 x 5 model version and Test Series B analyses.
Charts VIII-2 and VIII-6 may be used to verify the PS and
2500 forecasts, respectively. The forecasts may be compared
also to Charts VIII.-134 through VIII--136 to =ascertain the
impact of horizontal resolution.
Charts VIII--63 through VIII--66 contain the forecast
error/change patterns at both sea level. and 500 PIES. In
addition, the actual change patterns are shown in Charts
VIII--59 and VIII--60. Table VII-11 contains the actual change
statistics.
'`	 l Table VII--12 contains model statistics for Run
F22. At sea level, the 4.78--M MIS forecast chancre compares
well to the 4.81--1IB RMS actual change, and the 3.61--SIB MIS
forecast error is much less than the actual change. At 500
i^
:i	 MBS, the 53.7--meter 1010. forecast change compares well to the
f	 54.7-meter actual change, while the 36.3--meter MIS error is










2.	 Run F18 (PECHCV)
Charts VIII-134 through VIII-136 contain the
24-hour sea r-level pressure, 500-MB height and 500-MB tempera-
ture forecasts, respectively, using the 63 x 63 Y 5 model. 	 i
version. Charts VIII--2 and VIII--6 may be used to verify the 	 f
PS and 2500 forecasts, respectively_ Charts VIII-137 through
VIII-139 contain the 48-hour PS, 2500 and T500 forecasts,
respectively. Verify the PS and 2500 forecasts using Charts
VIII-3 and VIII-7, respectively.
Charts VIII-67 through VIII--74 contain --he forecast
change/errror patterns. Twenty--four hour changer/errors at
both sea level and 500 MBS are shown in Charts VIII-67 through
VII:-70. Forty-eight hour changes/errors are shown in Charts
VIII--71 through VIII-74. These patterns may be compared to
the actual changes shown in Charts MITI--59 through VIII-62.
Table VII--13 contains model statistics for Run PIS.
At sea level, the 5.74 --RIB MIS forecast change is slightly
less than the 6.01-DB actual change after 48 hours. Also, the
4. 16-MB MIS error shows good skill compared to the actual
TC ange. At 5Q0 Los t the statistics are consistent. he	 f
64.1-meter KRIS forecast change is slightly less than the
67.7-•meter MIS actual change. And, the 51.2-meter MIS error
shows skill compared to the actual. change. 	 ^F
a
V-4
i _ 	 .... 	 _.
3.	 Run T4 (PECHFV)
Charts VIII-140 through VIII-142 contain the
{	 24--hour PS, 2500 and T500 forecasts, respectively, using!	 i
the 63 x 63 1 10 model version. Charts VIII-2 and VIII-6
may be used 'to verify the PS and 2500 forecasts, respect--
.
ively_ Charts VIII-143 through VIII-145 contain the corres-
ponding 48-hour forecasts. Verify the PS and 2500 forecasts
{	 using.Charts VIII-3 and VIII-7, respectively.
Charts VIII-75 through VIII--82 contain the forecast
change/error patterns. Twenty-four hour changes/errors at
	
{	 both sea level and 500 RIBS are shown in Charts VIII-75 through
a VIII-78.. Forty--eight dour changes/errors are shown in Charts
-^	 VIII--79 through VIII-82. These patterns may be compared to
the actual changes shoran in Charts VIII-59 through VIII--62.
Table Vill--14 contains model statistics for Run
T4. At sea level, the 5.81--MB MIS forecast change compares
well to the 6.01-MB FMS actual change, while the 4.15-10 MIS
	s	
error is
	 smaller than the actual change. At 500 MS,^._	 g
the 64 .9-mater PIMS forecast change compares xiell to the
+ r^
{	 67, 7-meter . RMS actual chance, while the 50.9 meter PUNIS
G^







4.	 Run F20 (PECHCV)
Charts VIII--146 through VIII--148 contain the
24-hour PS, 2500 and T500 forecasts, respectively, using
the 63 x 63 x 5 model version and Production Series.0
analyses. Charts VIII-2 and VIII-6 may be used to verify
the PS and 2540 forecasts, respectively... The.forecasts may
be compared also to Charts VIII-134 through VIII-136 to
ascertain the differences due to variations in the.initial.
analyses.
Charts VIII-149 through VIII--151 contain.the
48-hour PS, 250.0 and T500 forecasts, respectively, for Run
F20. Verify these forecasts against Charts VIII-3 and VIII-=7,
1
respectively. Compare these .forecasts against VIII--137
through VIII-139 to ascertain the impact of initial analyses
on 48--hour fo-,ecasts.
Charts VIII-83 through VIII.90 contain the F20
forecast change/error patterns. Compare these charts to the
actual change patterns shown in Charts VIII-59 through
^q
L..	 ....	 i. __-Y...l
f	 If	 1	 I	
{
t 
5.	 Run TG (PECHFV)
Charts VIII--152 through Vill---154 contain the €
24--hour PS, 2500 and T500 forecasts, respectively, usin-;
the 63 x 63 x 10 model version and Production Series C
analyses.	 Charts VIII -2 and V1x1 -6 may be used to verify
the PS and 2500 forecasts, respectivel y .
	
The TG forecasts
may be compared also.to Run F20 forecasts to ascertain
vertical resolution effects, or to Run T4 forecasts to
ascertain initial analysis effects. 	 I
Charts V111-155 through Vill-157 contain the-	
14 ;-hour PS, "500 and 25:00 forecasts, respectively, for Run
T6.	 Verify* these against Charts VI11--3 and VIII-7. 	 Compari-
r




Charts Vill-91 through V111:•-98 contain the TG
forecast change/error patterns . 	 Compare these patterns to 	 i
' the actual change patterns shown in Charts VIII-59 through
i
Table VII--16 contains model, statistics for Run TG.	 t
At :sea: level, the 4 .13-MB MNIS forecast error shows skill com-
pared to the 6. nl -ZM RMS aotual change.
	
At 500 UBS, the 56.6-
meter RIN S forecast error shows skill, compared to the 67.-7-meter
M%IS actual clxange. 	 In both cases, the forecast chancre was only i
slightly less than the actual change.
if	 F	 k




B.	 Scenario B: Forecasts, Forecast Changes, Forecast
Errors
All of the Scenario B forecasts were made from the same
starting analyses.	 The 187 x 187 x 5 model version was
initialized with values that were obtained by Interpolation
of 63 x 63 analysis model outputs.
1.	 Run F24 (PEFHCV)
Charts VIII-158 through VIII-160 contain the
24-hour PS, ` 2500 and T500 forecasts, respectively, using
the 187 x 187 x 5 model version and interpolated Production
Series C 63 x 63 analyses. 	 Charts VIII-14 and VIII-18 may
be used to verify the PS and 2500 forecasts, respectively.
These forecasts may be compared also to Run F19 forecasts;
shown as Charts VIII-161 through VIII-163, to assess the -^
effects of horizontal resolution..
Charts VIII-103 through VIII--106 contain the ;t
forecast change/'error patterns at both sea level and 500 SIBS.
f
In addition, the actual change patterns are shown as Charts
VIII--99 through VIII-102.	 Table VII--17 contains the actual
change statistics.
Table. VII-18 contains the model statistics for
Run F24.	 At sea level, both the forecast change and the y
..forecast error exceed the actual change.	 The RMS forecast
.t
V-g
error was 3.89 MBS while the RMS actual change was 3.34 MSS.
At 500 PMS, the 38.2-meter RMS error is only slightly
smaller than the 38.6-meter RMS actual change.
2.	 Run F19 (PECHCV)
Charts VIII-161 through VIII-163 contain the
24-hour PS, 2500 and T500 forecasts, respectively, using the
63 x 63 x 5 model version. Verify the PS and 2500 forecasts
against Charts VIII--14 and VIII-18, respectively. Compare
the F19 forecasts to the T5 forecasts to assess the effect
of vertical. resolution. Charts VIII-164 through VIII-166
t
contain the corresponding 48-hour forecasts for Run F19.
Verify these against Charts VIII-15 and VIII-19, as
appropriate.
Charts VIII-107 through VIII-114 contain the
24-hour and 48-hour forecast change/error patterns. These
patterns may be compared to the actual changes shown in
Charts VIII--99 through VIII-102. Table VII-17 contains the
ractual change statistics.
Table VII-19 contains the model statistics for
Run F19. At both sea level and SOC MES, P19 shows slight
IAt 500 MrS, the 50.8-meter RMS forecast error is slightly
smaller than the 52.3-meter RMS actual change. This is
true in spite of the fact that the forecast error exceeded
the actual change during the first 24 hours of the forecast.
A
3.	 Run T5 (PECHFV)
Charts VIII-167 through VIII-169 contain the
24-hoar PS, 2500 and T500 forecasts, respectively, using
the 63 x 63 x 10 model version. Verify the PS and 2500
forecasts against Charts VIII-14 and VIII-18, respectively.
Charts VIII-170 through VIII-172 contain the corresponding
48-hour PS, 2500 and T500 forecasts. Verify these against
Charts VIII-15 and VIII-19, as appropriate.
Charts VIII-115 through VIII-122 contain the
24--hour and 48-hour forecast change/error patterns. These
may be compared to the actual changes shown in Charts VIII-99
through VIII-102. Table VII-17 contains the actual change
statistics.
Table VII-20 contains the model, statistics for
Run T5. At sea level, the-3.34-MB RMS forecast: error after
24 hours exactly equals the actual change, but the 3.70--MB
MMS error after 48 hours is smaller than the 4.35-MB RMS
actual change. At 500 MES, the forecast error is slightly
smaller than the actual change. After 24 hours, the 3$.0-meter
E
	 R
RKS error may be compared to the 38.6-meter RMS change.
After 48 hours, the 50 4 4-meter RMS error may be compared to
i
the 52.3-meter RMS change.
In general, the models did not exhibit as much
skill in Scenario B (the May case) as they did in Scenario A
(the April case) .
i	 C. Scenario A: Comparative performance Data
1. Intensity of Pressure Systems at Sea Level
Table VI1-1 contains the 24-hour forecast central
pressures (in millibars) using three models of differing
resolution.	 Eight significant low-pressure systems are
considered.	 The starting	 nd verification pressures forg	 P
E I^ each system are provided.
	
The average algebraic error is
also shown for each mode. version.
E Run P22, the 187 x 187 x 5 model, exhibits the best
overall performance in terms of algebraic error (-0.8 MBS per
} system), due in part to large compensating errors (+11 MBS in
the Alaskan	 low	 in	 low).	 BothGulf	 and -10 MBS	 the China	 F18
and T4 exhibited the same +6 MB average error, more or less.
Indeed, the effects of doubling the vertical resolution appear
to be minimal.
	 Both Coarse-mesh models did not deepen several




Tables VII-3 and VII-4 contain comparative per-
formance statistics at 500 MBS and sea level., respectively.
In Table V22--3, Scenario A, Run F22 has the best
24-hour performance, with an RMS height error of only 36.3
meters. F22 also has an RMS forecast change of 53.7 meters,
which compares very favorably to an actual RMS change of
54.7 meters. At 48 hours, the 63 x 63 models (F18 and T4)
exhibit RMS errors which are quite comparable to one another.
In Table VII-4, Scenario A, Run F22 has a slightly
larger RMS error (3.61MBS) than the 63 x 63 models. It did,
however, produce an P14S forecast change which compares very
well to the RMS actual change. Both 63 x 63 models tended to
produce small error as a consequence of a less-courageous
(smoother) forecast.
3. Kinetic Energy ( KE)
Table VII-5 contains the layer-mean kinetic energy
24-hour forecast changes (expressed in percent) for models of
varying resolution. Consider the Scenario A part. Run F22
produced large increases in KE in the lower (moisture bearing)
levels, as compared to the 63 x 63 models which both predicted
KE losses at all levels. Figure VT-1 shows the percent fore-




Figures VF-2 through VI-4 contain RE 24-hour fore-
cast cross-sections (latitude vs. model level), in energy
units. Figure VI-2 pertains to Run T4, which exhibits a
V9
maximum of 18 units near 300 ML'S at 40 °N, Figure VT-3 per-
tains to Run F18, and exhibits a 16+ unit maximum near 400 MBS
-,a
at 40 0N. Altitude differences are due to vertical resolution.
i
Figure VI-4 exhibits a stronger maximum (22+ units) near
is 300 MBS and 40*N. Thus, the 187 x 187 x 5 model and
63 x 63 x 5 model exhibit cam arable RE core locations but
	 `'r
the 187 x 187 model produces a much greater core magnitude.
Figures VI-5 through VI-9 show the time variations
Of RE by model/model level for Scenario A.	 In Figure VI-5,
Run F22 exhibits a continuing growth with time at sigma--0.9
level, as compared to Runs FIS and T4 which decrease after
f
reaching a 6-hour maximum.	 In Figure VI-6, one sees the same
type of behavior at sigma=0.7 level.
	 In Figure VI-7, Run F22
I
exhibits some oscillatory behavior without the large net
increase observed at lower levels.
	 Runs F18 and T4 show net
decreases.	 In Figure VI-8, one can see that all three models
behave in lake manner -	 with a large initial decrease
F followed by oscillatory behavior.
	 (This_ appears to be
' typical at the sigma=0.3,1evel.)
	
Finally, the somewhat less
a








Figure VI-10 shows the square vorticity 24-hour
forecast changes (in percent) by model version and level.
PEFHC`J (Run F22) produced large increases in the lower
levels compared to PECHCV (F18) and PECHFV (T4). (Table
V11-6 contains the source percentages.)
Figures VI-11 through VI-15 contain the time
variations of square vorticity at each level for Scenario A.
Run F22 (187 x 187 model) generates much more vorticity than
the two 63 x 63 models in the lowest three levels. In Figure
VI--14, one can observe a decrease in square vorticity in the
first six hours (in all models) at the sigma-0.3 level. Com-
pare this to the KE behavior at this level shown previously
in Figure VI-8.
5. Square Divergence
Figures VI-16 through VI-20 contain the time vari-
ations of square divergence in Scenario A at the five model
levels, respectively. Run F22 (the 187 x 187 model) behaves
quite differently from 63 x 63 models, especially at low
levels. The effects of vertical resolution anO horizontal
resolution appear to be (more) alike at higher levels.
V-14
6. Temperature
Figures VI-41 through VI-43 contain 24-hour fore-
cast temperature-change (°C) cross--sections (latitude versus
model level) for Scenario A.forecasts. Figure VI-41, which
pertains to Run T4, and Figure VI-42, which pertains to Run
F18, are in qualitative agreement. Figure VI-43, which
pertains to Run F22, shows a greater (positive) forecast
change (near 500 MBS at 40 0N) than the 63 x 63 model versions.
7. Precipitation
Figure VI-47 shows the average precipitation
(centimeters) per grid point for three model versions in
Scenario A. The source numbers are contained in Table'Vll-7.
The effects of vertical resolution changes are small compared
to the effects of horizontal resolution changes.
D.	 Scenario B: Comparative Performance Data
1. Intensity of Pressure Systems at Sea Level
FN Table VII-2 contains the twenty-four hour forecast
central pressures (in millibars) using three models of dif-
fering resolution. Six significant low-pressure centers are
considered in this scenario. The starting and verification
pressures for each system are provided. The average algebraic
error for each model version is also tabulated.
11111
Runs T5 and F19, the 63 x 63 models, exhibit the
best overall performance. As in Table VII-1, the effects of
vertical resolution appear to be minimal. In contrast, Run
F24 (the 187 x 187 x 5 model) produced lows which were
slightly too deep ( q,3 MBS on the average).
2. Performance Statistics
Table 'VII--3 and VII-4 contain comparative per-
formance statistics at 500 DIBS and sea level, respectively.
In Table VII-3, Scenario B, all three model
versions perform in the same manner. The RMS error at
500 14BS is equal to the RMS change (no skill compared to
persistence) at 24 hours, but slightly less at 48 hours.
In Table VII-4, Scenario B, T5 exhibits the smallest
RMS error, but mainly as a consequence of a less-courageous
(smoother) forecast. Run F24 does not exhibit skill compared
to persistence at 24 hours. It predicted too much change.
The 63 x 63 models show slight skill at 48 hours, however.
3. :inetic Energy (KE)
Table VII-5 contains the layer--mean kinetic energy
24-hour forecast changes (expressed in percent). Consider
the part for Scenario B. F24 produced a large increase in
KE (27.8 p ) at sigma=0.9 level, compared to KE decreases in
., =
j	 the 63 x 63 models. At other levels, F24 produced smaller
decreases in KE than the 63 x 63 models. Figure VI--21
shows the percent forecast change in KE by model level.
Figures VI-22 through VI-24 contain RE 24--hour
" v
	forecast cross-sectionslatitude versus(	 model level) in
energy units. Figure VI-22 shows the Run T5 cross-section
J
with a core magnitude of 12+ units near 300 1MS at 400N.
Figure VI-23 shows the Run F19 cross-section with a core
.17 magnitude of 32+ units near 350 MBS and 45 0N.	 Figure VI-24
.
shows the Run F24 section. with a core magnitude of 12+ units
^- near 350 MBS at 45 0N.	 In this May case, the core magnitudes
are quite comparable. 	 The ten-level model places the core
slightly higher in altitude than the five-level models.
,,. Figures VI-25 through VI-29 contain the time vari-
ations of kinetic energy by model/model level for Scenario B.
In many ways, the KE behavior is comparable to the behavior
:rr
described for Scenario A earlier. 	 In Figure VI-25, one
observes that the sigma=0.9 level net increase by Run F24
(187 x 187 model) is much mess than that shown in Figure
VI-5 (by Run F22).	 The modal value at forecast hour six
remains for the 63 x 63 models.
	 In Figure VI-26, however,
t he -F24 behavior at c4gma 0.7 level is much better than F22
i behavior shoran previously in Figure VI-6.	 In Figure VI-28,
one sees the (same) large decreases in the first six hours at
ITS




Figure VI-30 shows the square vorticity 24-hour
forecast changes (in percent), by model version and level.
PEFHCV (Run F24) produced a.large increase at the sigma=0.9
level. Compare this to the behavior of the 63 x 63 models
shown.. (Table VII-6 contains the source percentages.)
`__gures VI-31 through VI-35 contain the time
variations of square vorticity at each level for Scenario
B. Run F24 (the 187 x 187 model) behavior is quite different
from the 63 x 63 models.
5. Square Divergence
Figures VI-36 through VI--40 contain the time
variations of square divergence in Scenario B at the five
model levels, respectively. Run F24 behaves quite differ-
ently from 63 x 63 models, especially at low levels. The
effects of vertical resolution and horizontal resolution
appear to be comparable at higher levels.
6. Temperature
Figures VI-44 through VI-46 contain 24-hour fore-
cast temperature-change (°C) cross-sections (latitude. versus	 I




4	 shows qualitative agreement with Run F19 in Figure VI-45,
but it is not as smooth. Run F24 in Figure VI-46 corresponds
r	




s._	 Figure VI-48 shows the average precipitation
1.
(centimeters) per grid point for three model versions in
Scenario B. The source numbers are shown in Table VII-7.
As in Scenario A, the effects of vertical resolution changes
are demonstrated to be small compared to horizontal reso-
lution changes.
E.	 Effects of Changes in Model Vertical Resolution
. Yr
on Sea-Level Pressure and 500-14B Height Forecasts
3.
°	 1.	 Scenario A Comparisons
Three comparisons can be made (in Scenario A)
,1r	 between five-layer and ten-layer models: (1) Runs F19 and T4
which were both initialized with Test Series B analyses; (2)
Runs F20 and T6 which were both initialized with Production
Series C analyses; and (3), an additional set of forecasts
which were initialized with analyses using FNWC first-guess
fields. (The comparison between Run F22 and its ten--layer
counterpart will be covered in a separate volume.)
V-20
Charts VIII-37 and VIII--38 show the differences
between Runs F20 (63 x 63 x 5) and T6 (63 x 63 x 10) at sea
level and 500 MBS, respectively. (Chart VIII-37 has a 2-MB
contour interval; and Chart'VIII-38 has a 30-meter contour
interval.) Table VII--21 contains statistical measures of the
differences between F20 and T6 at the 24-hour and 48-hour
forecast times at both sea level and 500 MBS. The RMS
pressure difference is 0.96 MBS at hours 24 and 48 (no
additional differences after the first 24 hours). At 500 MBS,
the RIMS height difference increases from 8.34 meters at hour
24 to 9.32 meters at hour 48. From Chart VIII--37, note that
a maximum 24-hour difference of 5.15 14BS is located 35N/160E.
Charts VIII-38 and VYII-39 show the differences
between Runs F18 and T4. Tablfa VII-22 contains statistical
measures of the differences. In this case, the RMS pressure
difference is 0.92 MBS at hour 24 and 1.02 MBS at hour 48.
The ma.icimum difference, however, is 7.29 MBS near 35N/160E.
At 500 MBS, the RMS height difference increases from 8.19
meters at hour 24 to 9.79 meters at hour 48.
Charts VIII-41 and VIII-42 show the differences
between a five-layer and ten-layer forecast, both of which
were initialized with analyses that started with FNWC first-
guess fields. From visual appearances, the differences appear
to be slightly smaller than those observed in the previous cases.
These differences appear to be small in both
magnitude and areal extent. They can be compared to differ-
ences between a 187 x 187 forecast and a 63 x 63 forecast
which were approximately twice as large in magnitude.
Finally, one can also assess the forecast differences
brought about by differences in the initialization. in an5.




the differences brought about by changing the vertical reso-
lution.
-	 2.	 Scenario B Comparison
Charts VIII-43 and VIII-44 show the differences
between Runs F19 and T5.	 Table VII-23 contains statistical
measures of the differences at sea level and 500 MBS. 	 The
RMS pressure difference of 0.76 MBS at hour 24 increases to
0.82 MBS at hour 48.	 The maximum 24-hour difference is
-
+4.88 MBS south of Japan.	 At 500 DBS, the RMS height differ-
ence of 7.27 meters at hour 24 increases to 8.66 meters at
hour 48.	 NOTE: The effects of differing vertical resolution
on model energetics, precipita°..ion 	 and forecast accuracy
were discussed earlier.	 Suffice to say that the differences
due to vertical resolution were consistently small (or even
negligible) compared to the differences due to horizontal
resolution.	 Refer to Table VII-7, for example, which shows
the precipitation amounts from each model.
V-21
F_ Effects of Changes in Model Horizontal. Resolution
on Sea-Level Pressure and 500-MB Height Forecasts
1. Scenario A Comparison.
Charts VIII-45 and VIII-46 show the differences
between Runs F22 (187 x 187 x 5) and F18 (63 x 63 x 5) at
sea level and 500 MBS, respectively. (The sea-level pressure
contour interval is 2 MBS. The 500-MB contour interval is
30 meters.) Table VII-9 contains statistical measures of
the differences. The RMS pressure difference is 2.01 MBS,
with a maximum difference of -16.5 MBS near Japan. At 500	 U3
e
MBS, the RMS height difference is 14.1 meters, with a maximum
difference of -148.0 meters near Japan. These differences
are of meteorological scale". They tend to contour nicely.
E
The differences in the subtropics are sziall.
2. Scenario B Comparison
Charts VIII-47 and VIII-4.8 show the differences
between Runs F24 (187 x 187 x 5) and F19 (63 x 63 x 5) at	 ±^
sea level and 500 MBS, respectively. Table VII--10 contains
1	 r
statistical measures of the differences. The RMS pressure Ix^
difference is 1.58 MBS, with a maximum difference of 9.6-MBS.
At 500 MBS, the 1R14S ` height difference is 9.8 meters, with a
maximum diff^renc of -69.6 meters:. .	 .
V--22
c
NOTE: Differences in model energetics, precipitation, and
forecast accuracy as a consequence of changes in horizontal
resolution were discussed earlier. Such differences are large
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FIGURE VI-1:
	 KINETIC ENERGY 24-HOUR FORECAST
CHANGE M, BY MODEL VERSION
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	FIGURE VI- 2r	 KINETIC ENERGY (x10) 24-HOUR FORE-
CAST CROSS-SECTION. RUN T4.
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FIGURE VI-3,	 KINETIC ENERGY (xlO) 24--HOUR FORECAST CROSS--SECTION.
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FIGURE VI-4:	 KINETIC ENERGY (x10) 24-HOUR FORECAST CROSS-SECTION.
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FIGURE VI-6: TIME VARIATION OF KINETIC ENERGY FOR
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FIGURE VI-8: TIME VARIATION OF KINETIC ENERGY FOR
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FIGURE VI-13: TIME VARIATION OF SQUARE VORTICITI FOR THREE



























































FIGURE VI-15: TIME 'VARIATION OF SQUARE VORTICITY FOR THREE
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FIGURE VI-17: TIME VARIATION OF SQUARE DIVERGENCE FOR THREE
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FIGURE VI-18: TIME VARIATION OF SQUARE DIVERGENCE FOR THREE
MODEL VERSIONS AT SIGMA--0.5 LEVEL.
SCENARIO A.
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FIGURE VI-19: TIME VARIATION OF SQUARE DIVERGENCE FOR THREE
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FIGURE VI-20: TIME VARIATION OF SQUARE DIVERGENCE FOR THREE
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FIGURE VI--22 .
 KINETIC ENERGY (x10) 24—HOUR FORECAST
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FIGURE VI-23: KINETIC ENERGY (xlO) 24 —HOUR FORECAST CROSS—SECTION.
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FIGURE VI-24: KINETIC ENERGY (x10) 24-HOUR FORECAST CROSS-SECTION.
RUN F24. MODEL PEFHCV. SCENARIO B.
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FIGURE VT-26; TIME VARIATION OF KINETIC ENERGY FOR THREE
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FIGURE VI-28: TIME VARIATION OF KINETIC ENERGY FOR THREE
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FIGURE VI--30: SQUARE 'VOR.TTCITY 24--HOUR FORECAST
C€MNGE (%) , BY MODEL VERSION AND
LEVEL. SCENARIO B.
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LATITUDE
FIGURE VI-'4I: TEMPERATURE 24--HOUR FORECAST CHANGE ('C),
}	 BY LATITUDE AND LEVEL. RUN T4. MODEL
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LATITUDE
FIGURE VS-42: TEMPERATURE 24-HOUR FORECAST CHANGE (°C), BY LATITUDE AND
LEVEL. RUN F1$. MODEL PECHCV. SCENARIO A.
I
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FIGURE VI-43: TEMPERATURE 24-HOUR FORECAST CHANGE (°C)y BY LATITUDE AND
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FIGURE VI-46: TEMPERATURE 24--HOUR FORECAST CHANGE ('C), BY LATITUDE AND
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FROM. 120OZ, 22 APRIL 1976
L. 01AT-PRESSURE CENTERS AVERAGE
ALGEBRAIC
EAST OF ALASKAN WEST TEXAS JAMS 'NOVAYA . ERROR
SCENARIO RUN
.
CHINA KAMCHATKA GULF ATLANTIC MED COLORADO BAY ZEMYLA (MBS)
P22: 975 1001 991 983 997 999 9.94 997 -0.8
,.A F18 986 1009 996 990 1001 1003 1602 1000 5.5
T4 986 1009 996 990 :1002 1.004 1004 1000 600
STARTING 1.002 1.003 1.003 988 1004 1005 998 992ANALYSIS





TABLE VII-2: 24-HOUR FORECAST CENTRAL PRESSURES* (MBS) USING




EAST OF ALASKAN CENTRAL ICELAND-- ERROR
SCENARIO RUN CHINA KAMCHATI€A GULF MAINE ATLANTIC ENGLAND (MBS)
F24 975 992 1007 1002 1001 1000 -2.8
B F19 978 995 1008 1004 1005 1000 -0.7
T5 978 995 1007 1000 1007 1000 0.0
STARTING
ANALYSIS 988 988 1003	 r :001 1009 1004
VERIFICATION 988 992 1008 1004 1006 996ANALYSIS
24-HOUR 48-HOUR
SCENARIO RUN MODEL ACTUAL FORECAST ERROR ACTUAL FORECAST ERROCHANGE CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE
F18 PECHCV 47.1 39.1. 64.1 51.2
A T4 PECHFV 54.7 48.6 3€3.1 6.7.7 6,4.9, 50.9
F22 PECHCV 53.7 36.3 - -
F19 PECHCV 35.4 39.3 52.2 50.8
B T5 PECHFV 38.6 35.0 38.0 52.3 52.7 50.4
F24 PEFHCV 36.5 38.2 - -
TABLE V11-4: PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOR FORECAST MODELS OF






SCENARIO RUN MODEL ACTUAL FORECAST ERROR ACTUAL FORECAST ERROCHANGE CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE
F18 PECHCV 4.19 3.54 5.74 4.16
A' T4 PECHFV 4 . 81 4.21 3.47 6.01 5.81 4.15
F22 PEFHCV 4.78 3.63 •- -
F19 PECHCV 3.14 3.55 4.27 3.83
B T5 PECHFV 3.34 2.99 30.34 4.35 4.18 3.70
F24 PEFHCV 3.66 3.89 - -
_...^ . _w ..._ -^..._..v_e.e..sc... .. ^ 	 -	
_ _-
	
..- '•	 --+w'.n. ay„ _ 	 _ _ +^_ w._s > ^,.iii . aA+YM : ^iYWCkCtlpK4Yo's.^+kBKMYNnYlYW.1Sh6681Y^^lYr.^'Yiildf 	 fil^{1lliY9A6'.
P^r
TABLE VII-5: KINETIC ENERGY 24-HOUR FORECAST CHANGES,
FOR MODELS OF VARYING RESOLUTION AND
TWO SCENARIOS (GIVEN IN PERCENT).
SIGMA LEVEL
SCENARIO MODEL 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1
PECHCVV
(FIB) -4.9 -13.1 -10.9 --19.5 -16.9
A PECHCV(T4) -8.4 -12.5 -13.8 -18.4 --11.2
(F22)





- 13.7 -27.6 -23.7 -23.5 -29.4
B PECHCV
(TS) --22.3 -30.6 -24.8 -24.9 -19.3
PEFHCV(F24) 27.8 -3.2 -6.6 -15.2 -22.2
TABLE VII-6: SQUARE VORTICITY 24-HOUR FORECAST CHANGES,
FOR MODELS OF VARYING RESOLUTION AND TWO
SCENARIOS (GIVEN IN PERCENT)
SIGMA LEVEL
SCENARIO MODEL 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1
PECHCV
-12.2 -43.2 -37.1 -37.4 -43.4(F18)
A PECHCV
-25.3 -44.2 -44.3 -33.5 -21.0(T4)






-31.6 -52.3 --50.3 -40.1 -28.0(T5)
PEFHCV




THE EFFECT OF (FORECAST) MODEL
RESOLUTION ON PRECIPITATION.
AVERAGE PRECIPITATION PER GRID POINT*
SCENARIO A 13
MODEL PECHCV PECRFV PEFHCV PEFHCV PECHFV PEFHCV
RUN IDENT P18 T4 F22 F19 T5 F24
6 .028 .027 .042 .033 .030 .043
12 .048 .044 .099 .057 .'050 .096
18 .068 .060 .159 .076 .066 .148
FORECAST 24 .090 .077 .221 .098 .082 .205
HOUR
30 .109 .094 - .116 .097 -
36 .130 .112 - .135 .114 -
42 .147 .126 - .151 .129 -
48 .166 .142 - .169 .144 -
CUMULATIVE AMOUNTS, IN CENTIMETERS.
TABLE V11-8:	 STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
187 x 187 AND 63 x 63 ANALYSES.
A. SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE (MBS)
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
SCENARIO
RMS MEAN MAX MIN
A 0.35 -0.03 2..27 -3.59
B 2 '0.37 0.04 2.36 -3.15
B. 500 MB HEIGHT (METERS)
SCENARIO
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
RMS MEAN MAX MIN
A 7.46 -1.67 31.3 -45.3




TABLE VII-9: STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
187 x 187 FORECAST AND 63 x 63
FORECAST. SCENARIO A.






24 2.01 -0.81 5.71 -16.5
B. 500 AB HEIGHT (METERS)
HOUR
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
RMS MEAN MAX MIN





RMS MEAN MAX MIN
24 54.7 3.1 242.0 -397.0
48 67.7 -2.59 359.0 -296.0
r,.
TABLE VII-11: ACTUAL CHANGES (FINAL MINUS
INITIAL ANALYSIS)..
SCENARIO A.






RMS _MEAN MAX MIN
24 1 4.87 0.13 21.0 -27.4
48 2 6.01 -0.07 25.3 -34.6
B. 500 MB HEIGHT (METERS)
pTFFERENCE STATISTICS
HOUR TYPE
RMS MEAN MAX. MIN
FORECAST CHANGE 4;18 0.06 " 16.9 =3.8 4 0
24 ERROR 3'.61 X0.42 20.4 -20.7










TABLE VII--13: MODEL STATISTICS. RUN F18. MODEL
PECHCV. SCENARIO A. TEST SERIES
B ANALYSES.
A. SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE (MBS)
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
HOUR TYPE
RMS MEAN MAX MIN
24 FORECAST CHANGE 4. 19 0.86 18.2 -24.8
ERROR 3.54 0,39 22,4 --13.8
48 FORECAST CHANGE . 5.74 0.86 22.2 -37.2
ERROR 4.16 0.58 19.6 -20.1
ACTUAL CHANGE 6.01 --0.07 25.3 -34.6
B. 500 MB HEIGHT (METERS)
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
HOUR TYPE
RMS MEAN MAX MIN
24 FORECAST CHANGE 47.1 23.3 173.0 -298.0
ERROR 39.1 6.3 241.0 -189.0
48 FORECAST CHANGE 64.1 24.9 278.0 -329.0
ERROR 1.51.2 13.5 294.0 -194.0








TABLE V=I-15: MODEL STATISTICS. RUN F20. MODEL
PECHCV. SCENARIO A. PRODUCTION
SERIES C ANALYSES.r





i WAN MAX MIN
24 FORECAST CHANGE 4. 01 - 0.47 14.1 -27.2
ERROR 3.34 -0.94 22.5 -18.1
48 FORECAST CHANGE 5.63 --0.43 20.2 -31.6
ERROR 4.26 --0.71 20.2 -25.7
ACTUAL CHANGE 6.01 -0.07 25.3 -34.6
I





RMS	 MEAN MAX MIN
24 FORECAST CHANGE 40.5 -5.86 148.0 -316.0
ERROR 48.2 -22.8 255.0 -220°0
48 FORECAST CHANGE 60.4 --3.99 228.0 -314.0
ERROR 56.9 -15.3 310.0 -233.0
ACTUAL CHANGE 67.7 --2.59 359.0 -296.0
TABLE VII-16: MODEL STATISTICS. RUN T6. MODEL
PECHFV. SCENARIO A. PRODUCTION
SERIES. C ANALYSES.W'
A. SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE (MBS)
.	 DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
HOUR TYPE
RMS MEAN MAX MIN
24 FORECAST CHANGE 3.94 70.07 14.4' -23.6
ERROR 3.62 -0.54 21.8 -16.3
48 FORECAST CHANGE 5.62 -0.11. 21.1 -32.3
ERROR 4 ► 13 -.39 19.3 -19.8
ACTUAL CHANGE 6.01 -0.07 25.3 -34.6
B. 5 0 0 ' MH HEIGHT (METERS)
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
HOUR TYPE
RMS MEANT MAX MIN
24 FORECAST CHA14GE 40.9 -4.61 150 .0 -318.0
ERROR 46.7 --21.6 254.0 -214._0
48 _. FORECAST CHANGE 60.6 -^4	 0.1: 29'1 O --296.0
ERRORR 56.6, --	 5.4 305.0 ' -234.`0






TABLE VII-17: ACTUAL CHANGES (FINAL MINUS
INITIAL ANALYSIS).
SCENARIO B.





RMS MEAN MAX MIN
24 3.`4 —0.07 17.8 17.9
48 2 4.35 —0.18 26.0 —25.3
TABLE VII-18: MODEL STATISTICS. RUN F24. MODEL
PEFHCV. SCENARIO B. PRODUCTION
SERIES C ANALYSES.





RMS MEAN MAX MIN
FORECAST CHANGE 3.66 -0.86 15.2 -17.5
24 ERROR 3.89 -1.06 19.6 -19.1
ACTUAL CHANGE 3.34 -0..07 17.8 -17.9
















RMS MEAN MAX M-T-N
24 FORECAST CHANGE 3.14 --0.18 13.7 -15.0
ERROR 3.55 -0.38 .20.5 -14.4
48 FORECAST CHANGE 4.27 -0.14 23.1 -18.9
ERROR 3.83 -0.23 15.6 -14.6
ACTUAL CHANGE 4.35 --0.18 26.0 -25.3
B. 500  MB HEIGHT (METERS)
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
HOUR TYPE
RMS MEAN MAX MIDI
24 FORECAST CHANGE 35.4 2.44 156.0 -216.0
ERROR 39.3 -13.8 183.0 -140.3
48 FORECAST. CHANGE 52.2 -€x.66 238.0 -194.0
ERROR !	 .50.8 -16.4 256.0 -240.0
ACTUAL CMWGE 52.21 2.87 332.0 -338.0
--L
TABLE VII--20: MODEL STATISTICS. RUN T5. MODEL
PECHFV. SCENARIO B. PRODUCTION
SERIES C ANALYSES.
A. SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE (M3S)
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
HOUR TYPE
RMS MEAN MAX MIN
24 FORECAST CHANGE 2.99 -0.04 13.7 -13.8
ERROR 3.7314 -0.24 20.3 -14.6
48 FORECAST CHANGE 4.18 -0.10 24.0 --1.7.1
ERROR 3.70 -0.19 14.7 -14.4
ACTUAL CHANGE 4.35 -0.18 26.0 -25.3
B. 500  MB HEIGHT (METERS)
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
HOUR TYPE
RMS	 MEAN	 MAX MIN
24 FORECAST CHANGE 35.0 --3.56 146.0 -222.0
ERROR 38.0 -14.90 182.0 -138.0
48 FORECAST CHANGE 52.7 -3.19 248.0 -197.0
ERROR .50.4 -18.90 246.0 -246.0




I TABLR '. x+ 21-21: PECHFV FORECAST MINUS PECHCV
FORECAST;. SCENARIO A. PRO-
DUCTION SERIES C ANALYSES.






RMS ..MEAN max MIN-
2 4 0.96 0.40 5.15 -4.24	 .






RMS SAN MAX MIN
24 8.34 1,25 38.4 -42.4





TABLE VII"22: PECHFV FORECAST MINUS PECHCV




A. SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE (MBS)
HOUR
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
RMS MEAN MAX MIN
24 0.92 0.20 7.29 -3.77
48 1.02 0.15 9.35 -8.03
B. 50.0 MB HEIGHT (METERS)
HOUR
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
RMS MEAN MAX	 MIN
24 8.19 0.64 37.2	 --38.5







RMS -MEAN MAX MIN
24 0.76 0.14 4.88 -2.50
48 0.82 0.40 4.97 -4.21
B. 500 MB HEIGHT (METERS)
HOUR
DIFFERENCE STATISTICS
RMS MEAN MAX MIN
24 7.27 -1.12 28.3 -23.4
48 8.66 -2.53 51.5 -42.2
TABLE VII-23: PECHFV FORECAST MINUS PECHCV
FORECAST. SCENARIO B. PRO-
ii
	
DUCTION SERIES C ANATYSES.
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CHART VIII-106: RUN F24. SCENARIO B. MODEL PEFHCV. 24-HOUR
	 N,
FORECAST ERROR IN 500 M HEIGHT.
OPLIGMUL
(	 _	 ___
CHART VIII-107: RLN P14. SCENARIO B. MODEL PECHC9. 24-HOUR























760520 1 2 	 TRU 24
35	 F 19 ERROR
FORECAST -VERIF ANAL
CHART VIII-108: RUN F1 9.
 SCENARIO B- MODEL PEC11CV. 24-HOUR
FORE ST ERROR IN SEA-LEnL PRESSURE.
CHART VIII -109:: RUN F19. SCENARIO B. MODEL PECHCV. 24-HOUR
FOREUS-T C117LITGE IN 5'00 US HEIUh7-T-.-
li
"1 6052012 TRU 24
z50o F	 19 ERROR
FORECRST-VERIF MAL nre:m	 -EO._,	
4i°l 	 ^ ^^i,aa''
CHART VIII-110:
RUjj F19.	 140DEL PECFCV.	 24—FOUR
F(3R-zE^S—T ERROR IN SUG MB HEIr-UT -
PA^Lv
QLTAU. Ty,
CHART VIII-111: RM F19. SCENARIO B. MODEL PECHCV. 48-HOER
FOPECAST C=;GE IN SEA--LEVEL PRESSURE.
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CHART VIII-112: RUN F19. SCEt7RR10 S. MODEL PECHCV. 4B-HOUR
FORECAST ERROR IN SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
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CHART viii-113-	 RUN F19. SCEITAR10 13. MODEL PLCIICV. 48-HOUR
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FORECAST-VERIF RHI RL .......
CHART VIII•114-	 RERI P1919 . SCZjrARIO 13. MODEL PECHCV. 48-11OUR
FORECAST ERROR IN 500 IME HEIGHT -
CHART Vill-115:t Rtrl T5, SCENARIO -A. MODEL PECIIFV. 24-HOUR
FOREUST Cll.%VGE IN-SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
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CHART VIII-116; RUN TS. SCENARIO S. MODEL P£CHFV. 24—HOUR1
FOREST ERROR IN SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE.	 i
i
CRART VIII-117.,	RUN Ts. SCENARIO S. MODEL PEC:!FV. 24--HOVH
FOR:CAST CHANGE 111 -500 UB HEIGHT.
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CHART VIII-118: RUN T5. SCENARIO B. MODEL PECHFV. 24-HOUR
,, x
CHART VIII-119:
	 RLYN TS. SCI:'IARIC B. MODEL ?PC"f°V. 48-HOU.%
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m
',- i1NK'1' V111—iGU:	 RUN T5. SCENARIO B. MODEL PECRFV. 48-Hotta
FORECAST ERROR I.1 SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE.
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CHART VIII-121z
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CHART VIII-122:	 RUB[ T5. SCENARIO B. MODEL PECHFV. 48-HOUR
F6_RrC^ST ERROR IN 500 .•!8 HEIGHT.
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CHART VIII-123 	SST ANALYSIS, 1200Z, 22 APRIL 1976,187 x 187 GRID.
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CHART VIII-126	 SST ANALYSIS, 12002, 24 APRIL 1976,
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CHART VIII-127	 SST ANALYSIS, 120OZ, 20 MAY 1976,










CHART VIII -128	 SST ANALYSIS, 120OZ, 20 HAY 1975,
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CIWT VIII-331 c SEA—LEVEL PRESSURE 24 —HOUR FORECAST. RUl n32
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CHART VIII-132 - 500 30 HEIGHT L4-tiuu3i tvkLLt-r%.3l:-





cHART VIII-133 : soa :IB T h1YX.xnluc+ c
MODEL pEFF[CV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-134 : SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 24-HOUR FOREC=AST. RUN F18.
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CHART VIII-135	 500 M HEIGHT 24-HOUR FORECAST. RUN, F 19 .
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76042212 00 TRU 24
T500	 ^	 ,^
	
rA	 Ira. , 9:1
CHART VIII- 13 6 	 500 MB TEMPERATURE 24-HOUR FORECAST. REIN FIS.
MODEL PECHCV. SCENARIO A
CHART VIII-137 . SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 48-HOUR FURECAST. RUN F13.
MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A.
'/W4221200 TRU 46
2500
CHART VIII•138 : 500 MB HEIGILT 48-FLOUR FORECAST. RUN FIB.
MODEL PECHCV. SCEUARIO A.
MART VIIX--139 : 500 t19 TEMPERATURE 48-EICUR FORECAST. RUN F19.
MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A.
uz
z
CHART VIII-140: SEA LEV:L PRESSURE 24-HOUR FORECAST. RUN V.





CHP:RT VIII-141 : 500 '10 HEIGHT 24-HOUR HOPZCAST. RUN V.











CHART Vill-143 : SEA-I.FVEL PRESSUR: 46
-HOUR FORECAST. RUN T4.
MODEL FECHFV. SCENARIO A.
OAMNAbt^ar
CHART VIII-144 : 500 .1S HEIGHT 49-HOUR FORECAST. Rb-I T4.
MODEL BECHT7. SCZNARIO A.
CHART VIII-145 : 500 MB TEMPERATURE 4S -9UUx	 'i;^.




CHART VIII-146 : SEA-L'V-mL PRESSURE 24-HOUR FORECAST. RUN F24.








CHART VIII-147 : 500 MS HEIGHT 24—HOUR FOR,ECAaW. RUN F20.
MODEL P£CHCV. SCENARIO A.
--,I
CHART VIII-148 : 500 MB TaIPERATURE 24-HOUR FORECAST. RUN F30.
MODEL PECIICV. SCENARIO A.






























CHART VIII•149 I SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 4e-HOUR FORECAST. RUN F2().




CHART VIII--150 : 500 NB HEIGHT 48-HOUR FOREMST. RUN F20.
240DEL PECHCV. SCENARIO A.	 ^
n
LCHART VIII-151	 500 MB TEmpgrmTURE 45-HOUR FORECAST. RUN P20.
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CHART VIII- -152: SEA—LEVER PRESSURE 24—HOUR FORECAST. RUN T6.
	













CHART VIII-154 . 599 `SB TE:LIE5aATURE 24 —HOUEt FORECAST. RUN T6.


















uusl. mxtEEEi. 	 tt7l31R^
CHART V1.71-155 : SEA— LEVEL PRESSURE 48—HOUR FORECAST. RUN T 5 .
MODEL PECHFV. SCENARIO A.
. I	 —
..........
CHART VIII-156 : 500 MB HEIGHT 48
— HOUR FORECAST. RM: T6_
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CHART VIII-157: 500 .•1S TEMSPERATURE 48 — HOUR FORECAST. RUN T5.	 s
MODEL PECHFV. SCENARIO A.
CHART VIII-150: SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE 24-HOUR FORECAST. 
RUN 
F24.







CHART viii-159: 500 ME HEIGHT 24—HOUR FORECAST. RtrJ F24.
MODEL PEFUCV. SCENARIO B.
0-MMM PAGE, IS
I&W-ORQUALITY
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... - — —I—, 	 ew ^.
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CHART VIII-160:	 500 MB TE-? IpERATURE 24-HOUR FORECAST. R" F2-
MODEL PEFHCV. SCENARIO B
ICHART VIII-161:	 SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE '-1 4-HOUR FORZCAST. RUN F19.




















CHART VIII-162:	 500 I-IB HEIGHT 24-HOUR FORECAST. RUN F19-
jjODEL PECHCV. SCENARIO B.
\22
CHART VIII -163:	 500 ZAM TEIPERATURE 29 —HOUR FORECAST. RUN F19.
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CHART VIII • 166:	 500 MB TE IMPERATURE 48-HOUR FORECAST. RLW F19.














CHART VIII-169:- 500 @IS TE14PER.3TURE 24-HOUR FORECAST. RUN T5.
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CHART V111-170. SEA-L=L PRESSURE 4B-HOUR FORECAST. RUN TS.
MODEL PEC11FV. SCENARIO B.
1
1
MODEL PECHFV. SMIARIO B.
CHART VIII-172: 500 MB TE:PERATURE 48-HOUR FORECAST. RIIN TS.
MODEL PECHM SCENARIO B.
,01UGINAL
an WOR Q,UAL. . .
z
